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FOHM NO. 60 
(4 · 68) 

INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT 

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION I CONFIDENTIAL I 

LOAN COMMITTEE 

Harch 6, 1970 

HEMCRANDUH TO THE LO.h .. ~! COMMITTEE 

Colombia - Si~cth High~vay Project 

DECLASSIFIED 

SEP 0 9 2014 

WBG ARCHIVES 

1. The Committee is requested to consider .~ without meeting, the 

attached memorandum of Harch 6, 1970 from the South America Depart-

ment, entitled "Colombia - Proposed Loan for Sixth Highway Project" 

(LC/0/70-23). The map for the appraisal report has not been com-

pleted as yet and will be incorporated in a later edition. 

2. Comments, if any, should be sent to reach Mr. Flood (ext. 2191) 

by 5:00 p.m. on Tuesday, March 10. 

3. It is planned then, if the Committee approves, to inform the 

Governnent that the Bank is prepared to begin negotiaticns for the 

proposed loan on the terms and condi t :i.ons ref erred to in the attached 

memorandum. 

Committee: 

Henry G. Hilken 
Secretary's Department 

- DISTRIBUTION-

Copies for Information: 

Mr. J. Bu rk e Kn ap p, Ch a i rm an President 
·Mr. S. R. Cope, Deputy Chairman 
Mr. S. Aldewereld, Vice President 
Directors, Area Departments 
Director, Projects Oepartmen t 
General Counsel 
Director, Economics Department 
Di rector, Development Services Department 
Treasurer 

The Economic Adviser to the President 
Sir Denis Rickett, Vice President 
Mr. M. Shoaib, Vice Presiden t 
Directors, other Departments 
Special Adviser to the President 
Executive Vice President ( IFC) 
Vice President (IFC) 
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LC/0/70-23 SEP 0 9 201~ 
March 6, 1970WBG ARCHIVES 

LOAN COMMITTEE 

Memorandum from the South America Department 

COLOMBIA: Proposed Loan for Sixth Highway Project 

1. Attached is the draft Appraisal Report No. PTR-44, recommending 
a Bank loan of US$32 million to the Republic of Colombia to help finance 
a sixth highway project. 

2. The proposed loan would be the fourth made to Colombia as part 
of the current year's lending program, which comprises loans for eight 
projects. (See the attached copy of the five-year lending program.) 
The Cali, Bucaramanga, and Palmira projects were originally conceived 
in the lending program as a single loan package for a Medium-Sized Cities 
Water Supply Project but will now be treated as separate loans for each 
city, namely, $18.5 million for Cali, $7 million for Bucaramanga and $2 
million for Palmira. These loans and a proposed $52 million loan for 
the Chivor I Hydro Project all will be submitted to the Loan Committee 
shortly. 

3. The Bank's lending program for FY 1970 is based on the achieve-
ment by Colombia of a certain level of economic performance, as measured 
against specific performance targets. An economic mission visited 
Colombia in October to review performance, particularly in the key areas 
of fiscal policy, export diversification and public utility tariff policy. 
The Economic Report (No. tVH 197a of February 10, 1970) which resulted 
from that mission shows that central government fiscal performance in 
1969 was slightly be~ow target but prospects for 1970 are that targets 
for this year will be met or even substantially exceeded~ Exports other 
than coffee and petroleum rose from $158 million in 1968 to an estimated 
$200 million in 1969. 1v.ith respect to public utility tariff regulation, 
t~e Government has made considerable progress toward employing the concept 
of a rate of return on currently revalued assets, and we propose to keep 
the matter under continuing review. 

4. Five Bank loans and one IDA Credit totalling $103.55 million 
have been made for highway development in Colombia. The objective of 
these loans has been, initially, to create a viable national highway 
network and, subsequently, to upgrade and expand the network and to 
improve its maintenance. The proposed loan would finance: (1) the 
paving of approximately 1,600 kms of highway (representing an increase 
of over 30 per cent in the paved portion of Colombia's national highway 
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network); (2) the construction of a major bridge across the river at 
Barranquilla, (3) the upgrading of 9.5 kms. of highv1ay between el Pailon 
and Buenaventura and (4) consulting services for the supervision of the 
paving and construction work. The amount of the proposed loan was 
raised from $28 million to $32 million following a review, during field 
appraisal, of the cost estimates of the various elements of the project. 

5. The draft Appraisal Report recommends (paragraphs 2.20 and 
6.01 (i)) that the Bank should decide its position with respect to uni
fication of the petroleum exchange rate after reviewing the findings of 
the economic mission now in Colombia, and that if it is decided to 
require a commitment on this subject, it should be obtained as part 
of the negotiations of the highway loan. Since preparation of the 
draft Appraisal Report, South America and Transportation Projects 
Departments have agreed that we should obtain during the general economic 
policy discussions currently in progress in Colombia the following com
mitment on rate unification: 

The Gove~~ent intends to initiate in 1970 the process of 
adjusting the exchange rate applicable to the purchase of 
crude petroleum for internal refining with a view to in
creasing this rate to the level of that in the exchange 
market as soon as possible, in order to avoid the increasing 
cost due to the ever widening spread between the two rates. 

In the event that we are unable to obtain such commitment during the 
discussions, we recommend that we advise the Government of Colombia 
that 'tie will be able to go forward with the FY-1971 lending program only 
when such commi. tment is obtained (or the measure is taken). 

6. The financing of local currency expenditures would be limited, 
as explained in the Appraisal Report (paragraph 4.16) to about $800,000 
representing a portion of the costs of local consultants expected to 
be employed by the Borrower on the Project. I assume that the justifi
cation for this kind of financing of local currency expenditures, nMely 
that it will permit us to finance a reasonable share (50 percent) of 
the costs of the· consultants 't-Iho will supervise construction of the 
.Bank-financed paving and construction work, will create no major problem. 

7. The Colombian Government is eager to invite bids for the 
entire paving program as soon as possible, and while we have not yet 
received a precise bidding schedule, close to one-half of the paving 
contracts and the contract for the Barranquilla Bridge may be awarded 
before the loan is presented to the Executive Directors. It appears 
unlikely, however, that any expenditures will be incurred on any of 
these contracts before signature of the loan agreement. South America 
and Transportation Projects Departments agree that we should be prepared 
to finance such contracts, provided, of course, that they have been 
awarded following procedures acceptable to the Bank. 
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Reconnnendation 

8. I recommend that the Bank commence negotiations of a loan of 
US$32 million to the Republic of Colombia on the terms and conditions 
set forth in the Appraisal Report suitably modified to take into account 
the recommendation described in paragraph 5 above. 

Attachment. 

Gerald Alter 
Director 



COLOMBIA: BankLJ:DA Ie~ Prosram 
(US$ Millions 

Total Total 

throu~h FY 1970 
1966 1967 1968 ili2. FY 19 9 1212. 1971 1972 !2.U. ill.k 1975 to 1975 

AGRICULTURE 1/16.7 1/9.0 1/17.0 5/52.7 7/74.5 
Livestock II 18.3 
Livestock III 1,5.0 
Livestock IV 15 .o 
Land Settlement I 5.0 
Atlantica Irrigation II 1.2 
Cesar Irrigation I 10.0 
Cesar Irrigation II 10.0 

EDUCATION 1/7.6 1/7.6 3/29.5 
Education II 6.5 
Education III 10.0 
Education IV 10.0 

POWER 1/18.0 1/18.0 17/241.8 2/67.0 
Chivor I Hydro 52.0 
Interconnection Hydro 15.0 

TRANSPORTATION 2/35.5 10/198.2 4/89 .o 
Highways VI 32.0 
Highways VII 27.0 
Highways VIII 20.0 
Railweys VI 10.0 

WATER SUPPLY AND SEWERAGE 1/14.0 1/14.0 6/97.5 
Medium-sized ~ities I (Cali) 18.5 
Medium-si3ed Cities II 

(Bucaramanga) ~.o 
Medium-sized Cities III 

(Palmira) 2.0 
Medi urn-sized Cit ie s IV 20.0 
Medium-sized :::i tie s V 25.0 
Bogota_ II 25.0 

DEVELOPMENI' FL"JANCE ~OMPANIES 1/25.0 1/12.5 1/25.0 3/62.5 4/95.0 
DFC IV (pub lie ) 5.0 
DFC V (private ani public) 30.0 
DFC VI (private and public) 30.0 
DFC VII (private and public) 30.0 

INDlBTRIES AND MINING 1/30.0 

TELE~MMUNICATIONS 1/16.0 1/16.0 1/7.0 
Telecommunications II 7.0 

UNALLOCATED 19.0 10.0 20.0 30.0 4/79.0 

TOTAL 41.7 25.0 44.5 103.1 39/622.8 141.3 43.2 101.0 90.0 8o.o 80.0 31/535.5 

(of 'Which IDA) (1/19 .5) 

South .America Department 
February 24, 1970. 
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INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT 

I CONFIDENTIAL I INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION 

LOAN COMMITTEE DECLASSIFIED 

SEP 0 9 2014 

WBG ARCHIVES 
t•larch 6 ~ 1970 

MEMORAND~1 TO THE LOAN COm1ITTEE 

Nigeria - Nigerian Industrial Development Bank (NIDB) 

1. The Committee is requested to consider, without meeting, the 

attached memorandum of 11arch 6, 1970 from . the Western Africa Depart-

ment, entitled "Nigeria - Proposed Loan to the Nigerian Industrial 

Development Bank, Ltd.,'' (LC/0/70-24). 

2. Comments, if any, should be sent to reach Hr. Osgood (ext. 4524) 

by 10:00 a.m. on l~ednesday, March 11. 

3. It is planned then, if the Committee approves, to inform the 

Government and the NIDB that the Bank is prepared to begin negotiations 

for the proposed loan on the terms and conditions referred to in the 

attached memorandum. 

Committee: 

Henry G. Hilken 
Secretary's Department 

- DISTRIBUTION-

Copies for I nfonnation: 

Mr. J. Bu rk e Kn ap p, Ch a i rm an President 
·Mr. S. R. Cope, Deputy Chairman 
Mr. S. Aldewereld, Vice President 
Directors, Area Departments 
Director, Projects Department 
General Counsel 
Director, Economics Department 
Di rector, Development Services Department 
Treasurer 

The Economic Adviser to t he President 
Sir Denis Rickett, Vice President 
Mr. M. Shoaib, Vice President 
Directors, other Departments 
Special Adviser to the President 
Executive Vice President (IFC) 
Vice President (IFC) 



CONFIDENTIAL 

LC/0/70-24 

March 6, 1970 
LOAN COI•1MITTEE 

Nemorandum from the lrlestern Africa Department 

DECLASSIFIED 

SEP 09 20~ 

WBG ARCHIVES 

Nigeria - Proposed Loan to the Nigerian Industrial Development Bank, Ltd 

Background 

1. The attached report ".Appraisal of the Nigerian Industrial 
Development Bank, Ltd," dated February 26, 1970, recorrunends a second 
loan to the Nigerian Industrial Development Bank, Ltd (NIDB) to cover 
its needs for foreign exchange commitments through 1972. This report 
was prepared by a Development Finance Companies Department mission 
that visited Nigeria in November, 1969. 

2. IFC took the lead in promoting the establishment of NIDB in 
January 1964 and has subscribed £N 0.5 million ($1.4 million), or 25 
percent of NIDB's ordinary share capital. Since NIDB 1 s establishment 
IFC has been represented on the Board, first, by Mr. J.G. Beever, and, 
since June of 1967, by Dr. Ali Akbar Khosropur. 

). An agreement for a Bank loan of $6.0 million was first nego-
tiated 'tvith NIDB and the Federal Government of Nigeria in early 1966, 
but, because of the unsettled political conditions in the country at 
that time, this loan vras not made until Harch 5, 1969, follotriing a 
further appraisal in late 1968. This loan, intended to cover NIDB 1 s 
foreign exchange requirements tl1rough 1970, is being committed more 
rapidly than anticipated and it nm1 appears that it may be fully 
corrunitted by September. 

4. In the negotiation of its first loan from the Bank, NIDB 
agreed to employ an adviser. This position t-ras recently filled by 
!VIr. Ziaur Rahman Ahmed, until recently Deputy Ha.naging Director of the 
Industrial Development Bank of Pakistan and nou a staff member of the 
Bank, 1-vho has been seconded to HIDB for a tt-ro-year period. Further, in 
view of various uncertainties regarding NIDB 1 s management at the time 
the first loan was made, the crediting of the second half of the loan 
was made subject to a review of NIDB's situation in late 1969. This 
review, undertaken by the DFC Department mission last fall, was favor
able and the balance of the loan was declared available for crediting 
to the Loan Account on December 22, 1969 

· The Economy 

5. The most recent Bank report on economic conditions in Nigeria, 
"Interim Report on Nigeria's Economic Position and Prospects 11 

(AW-lOa), dated September 8, 1969, was circulated to the Executive 
Directors on September 15, 1969. .A December, 1969, updating mission 
concurred with the conclusions of the Interim Report. 
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6. The civil war in Nigeria ended without significant damage to 
the countr,y's long term productive capacity. Because of its vast 
natural resources and extensive, although largely untrained, manpower 
reserves, Nigeria's future economic prospects are very promising. If 
there are no further major political disturbances, Nigeria should soon 
become one of the world's eight largest oil exporters. The prospects 
for expanded exports of agricultural commodities are also favorable. 
As a result of higher producer prices now being offered by the market
ing boards and the introduction of improved production techniques, out
put of cocoa is expected to increase substantially. Although Nigeria 
has accumulated a significant payments backlog on account of non
military imports (equivalent to two months' imports as of November 1969) 
and remittances of profits and di~idends, the country apparently managed 
to pay the bulk of the foreign exchange cost of the war from current 
earnings, and did not resort to long-term foreign borrowing to finance 
military imports. External public debt outstanding actually declined 
in 1969. In view of the favorable outlook for export earnings -
especially those associated with petroleum - and the countr,y's presently 
low debt service ratio (approximately 6 percent), Nigeria is now in a 
position to borrow substantial amounts abroad on conventional terms. 

7. The Bank's last economic report on Nigeria discussed economic 
developments through December 1968 and concluded that the Nigerian 
economy - outside the Eastern States - had shown remarkable resilience 
in absorbing the strains of the war. The Bank mission in December 
found that during 1969 these strains had become more evident. The 
impact of the war differed from sector to sector and was most pro
nounced in its direct or indirect effects on the balance of payments, 
government finances, and domestic prices. Although there are no figures 
for GNP in 1968/69, the limited information available suggests that real 
output in those areas not directly affected by the hostilities may have 
increased modestly during the past year. Petroleum production and manu
facturing output recorded substantial gains. Production of domestically 
consumed foodstuffs may have also increased, but not as rapidly as 
domestic demand. 

8. Nigeria's balance of payments position deteriorated somewhat 
further during 1969. Gross official reserves were maintained at the 
level of approxiffiately £N 40 million to which they had sunk in late 
·1967, but short-term trade credits rose significantly. Thus, the 
country's net foreign exchange position declined from £N 30 million 
to £N 18 million or to the equivalent of only one month's imports. 

9. Government (Federal and State) current revenues were vir-
tually unchanged in 1969 from the previous year's level of £N 159 
million, but combined recurrent expenditure rose by 30 percent to 
£N 228, thus leading to a fourfold increase in the government current 
account deficit. Government investment expenditures were cut back 
more than 25 percent to £N 36 million in 1969. The overall deficit 
rose nearly £N 40 million to £N 116 million and was, for the most 
part, financed through sales of Treasury bills and certificates -
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principally to the commercial banks. Co~~ercial bank lending to the 
private sector actually declined, reflecting the embargo on remittances 
of investment income and lack of adequate investment opportunities. 
Thus, the banks continued in a very liquid position, and money supply 
increased only moderately. 

10. TI1e past year's deficit financing may foreshadow an even 
more inflationary situation than that prevailing in 1969. The 11 per
cent rise in the consumer price index which occurred during the year 
ending September 1969 was, however, a specific sectoral problem, not 
directly related to monetary developments. Higher prices for domes
tically produced food was the principal element affecting the consumer 
price index. Despite some increase in domestic food production, dis
tribution difficulties, coupled with increased purchases by the Armed 
Forces, the government's obligation to feed civilians in recaptured 
areas and the scarcity of imported foods, resulted in sharply rising 
prices. 

11. Although there was apparently little actual damage to the 
oil £ields and installations, petroleum companies, worried about the 
safety of their personnel, suspended some of their operations and, 
consequently, petroleum production did not increase as much in 1969 
as the Bank's 1968 mission anticipated. Petroleum exports rose from 
£N 37 million in 1968 to £N 133 million in 1969; net foreign exchange 
receipts from petroleum, including new investment from abroad, amounted 
to £N 69 million last year, compared to £N 28 million in 1968. Pro
duction has expanded rapidly in the weeks since the end of the civil war 
reaching some 800,000 barrels per day in February 1970, and it is ex
pected to exceed the 1 million barrels per day mark before mid-1970, 
thus tending to confirm earlier industry projections of an average rate 
of 1 million barrels per day (50 million tons annually) this year. 

12. In the immediate postwar period, the government must deal 
with the threatening in£lationar.y situation and provide relief to the 
war-affected areas. Foreign governments and international agencies 
have offered relief assistance. The Federal authorities have, however, 
assumed the main responsibility for the relief effort. This means that 
for some time re~ources released by the military are likely to be 
absorbed by the relief program rather than transferred to development 

·purposes. The government is unlikely soon to relax import restrictions 
significantly in view of anticipated continuing pressure on the balance 
of payments and the need for protection of import substitution indus
tries developed during the war. 

13. Fortunately, Nigeria's longer-term prospects for increasing 
foreign exchange earnings and government current revenues are bright, 
due primarily to the favorable outlook for petroleum receipts. A re
newed inflow of private investment and foreign aid may also be pru
dently anticipated. Nigeria emerged from civil war with a low and 
favorably structured external public debt. To satisf,y the demands of 
reconstruction and orderly development during the next few years, 
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however, substantial - but presently undetermined - foreign resources 
will be required to supplement liigeria's own effort. Immediate re
habilitation requirements are likely to impose new strains on the 
balance of payments even as export earnings begin to rise. An increase 
in Bank lending to Nigeria, as proposed in the Countr.y Program Paper, 
will help to assure the success of the country's reconstruction and 
development program. 

The Project 

14. NIDB provides and guarantees long-term loans and invests in 
equity capital. Its subsidiary, Icon Securities Limited (ICONSEC), 
places and underwrites new issues of securities. During the past year 
NIDB further improved its organization - particularly in regard to 
the processing of projects - despite some setbacks due to the departure 
of certain senior personnel. Further strengthening is needed in project 
supervision and much improvement is called for in the area of adminis
tration and accounting. These problems are, however, solvable and the 
recent arrival of an adviser improves the outlook in this respect. 
The appointment of a Deputy General 11anager within the next year or so -
while the Bank adviser is still available to assist with his training -
must be given priority by NIDB 1 s management. 

15. Although the company's financing of indigenous enterprises 
is not unsubstantial (about one-third of its total portfolio), NIDB 
is criticized for not doing enough on behalf of Nigerian entre
preneurs. Large numbers of indigenous businessmen can be reached 
only through a program of assistance to small industry. NIDB has 
submitted proposals to the Government in this regard. The Bank should 
support NIDB1s and the Government's efforts in this area and the 
proposed economic mission to Nigeria in April will study the situation 
and explore ways in which the Bank might help. 

16. Critics of NIDB have contrasted NIDB's recent approvals of 
several projects sponsored by a resident foreign family group with 
the level of its assistance to Nigerians. During negotiations NIDB 
should be encouraged to consider amending its Statement of Policies 
to provide a limit on its commitments to any single group of enter
prises which are closely linked by common ownership and/or management. 
·Although there is no guarantee that establishing such a limit will 
effectively prevent concentration on closely related groups, public 
knowledge of this policy change may serve to allay criticism. 

17. NIDB must also improve the appraisal standards it employs 
in assessing the long range competitiveness and economic merit of 
its clients' projects. This is necessary if NIDB is not to finance 
projects which depend upon excessively protective arrangements for 
their economic viability. During negotiations we shall emphasize to 
the Nigerians the Bank's objectives in this regard and, as a minimum, 
require that the evaluation of each project include an assessment of 
the protective measures pertaining to it and their impact on the long
term viability of the proposed operation. 
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18. As of November 30, 1969, HIDE's total resources amounted to 
almost £N 9.00 million made up of £l~ 2.25 million share capital, £N 
4.00 million Government Loans, £N 2.14 million Bank Loan and £N 0.60 
million reserves including retained earnings. 

19. Despite the civil war, NIDB 1 s operations have expanded 
substantially since 1968, reflecting practically undisturbed economic 
conditions in the areas not immediately affected by hostilities. Largely 
as a result of import substitution activities which began on a major 
scale in 1968 and progress towards backward integration of the textile 
industry which began later, and the subsequent availability of foreign 
exchange resources as a result of the first Bank loan, NIDB 1s business 
increased rapidly during the past two years. Gross approvals in 1969 
amounted to £N 2.4 million, over three times the volume in 1968. 
Although this was a very substantial expansion, NIDB 1 s business volume 
is still quite modest for an economy of Nigeria's size. 

20. Although NIDB had no financial expenses until 1969, its 
profitability has been low from the beginning, largely because of high 
administrative costs, and because of a high proportion of equity invest
ments which have not begun paying off and of liquid assets on which 
current returns are low. However, profitability has improved in the 
past three years. 
21. The company's financial position has also improved consider-
ably during the past year. Its portfolio does, however, contain several 
investments in difficulties - some situated in the former war zone, 
and others elsewhere suffering from start-up problems. NIDB has large 
reserves (almost £N 6oo,ooo, equivalent to 18 percent of its portfolio 
as of September 30, 1969) which appear fully adequate to absorb any 
losses that can be foreseen. For the purpose of this evaluation the 
Mission has conservatively estimated a much higher level of potential 
losses (£N 260,000, including those on ICONSEC 1s portfolio) than that 
currently anticipated by NIDB itself. 

22. ICONSEC ha.s had virtually no activity since before the out-
break of the civil war, and has suffered losses continuously since 1966, 
largely due to the depreciation of its investments in Eastern Nigeria 
and the reduced volume of underwriting business. As of Septamber 30, 
1969, 65 percent of the organization's investments were in the East, so 
·that some further substantial write-offs, as suggested above, may still 
be necessary. ICONSEC's future role and function remain to be clarified. 

23. NIDB is entering the postwar period with considerable momentum 
and a well-stocked project pipeline. The return of peace to Nigeria and 
the ensuing government recovery program should provide a further strong 
stimulus to economic activity in the private sector. NIDB faces this 
period in Nigeria's development as the only national institution active 
in the field of industrial development financing and is in a strong 
position to meet the likely future demand for industrial investment. 

24. NIDB's approvals in the period 1970-72 are likely to total 
about £N 6.9 million; commitments should be almost equal. The foreign 
exchange component of this financing is estimate~ at £N 4.3 million 
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equivalent, of which £N 1.35 million, sufficient to cover needs through 
September 1970, is available under the existing Bank loan. This leaves 
a foreign exchange gap of approximately £N 3 million or $8.3 million. 
(NIDB has adequate local currency resources to meet its requirements 
during this period.) In view of the conservatism of the a~sumptions 
employed in these estimates, the Report recommends a loan of up to 
$10 million. However, given the possibility that in the next year or 
two NIDB may obtain additional assistance from sources such as 
Kreditanstalt and the African Development Bank with which it has 
initiated discussions and the desirability of not going beyond NIDB•s 
clearly estimated requirements for the two-year period following full 
commitment of the present loan, I recommend that the amount of the 
proposed loan be $8 million. The Development Finance Companies Depart
ment agrees 1v.ith this modification. 

Issues for Consideration 

25. During negotiations the following topics will be discussed 
with representatives of NIDB: 

a) L~rovements needed in NIDB's project supervision, ad
ministrative and accounting work; 

b) Review of ICONSEC 1 s future role and the appointment of 
a full-time director; 

c) Appraisal standards to be used by NIDB to avoid financing 
clients relying on unduly protective arrangements for the 
viability of their projects; 

d) Inclusion in NIDB 1 s Statement of Policies of a limit on 
assistance to any single group of interlocked enterprises! 
and 

e) Prospects for the appointment of a Deputy General Manager. 

26. As a basis for the negotiations the Bank will advise the 
lf.CDB representatives that it intends to: 

a) Continue to require prior approval of each project using 
$100,000 or more of the proceeds of the proposed loan; 

b) Limit aggregate commitments by NIDB within the "free 
limit11 to not more than one-fourth of the total loan 
amount; and 

c) Reiterate in the new agreement the provisions of Sec
tion 5.02 of the first loan agreement regarding NIDB 1 s 
employment of an adviser to its General Manager. 

NIDB will also be informed that the proposed second loan is to be 
substantially on the terms and conditions now generally applicable to 
Bank loans to established development finance companies, i.e., that the 
NIDB no longer qualifies for concessionary terms with respect to the 
Commitment Charge. 
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Prospective qperations 

26. The Bank has made nine loans and two credits to Nigeria to-
taling $252 million. Apart from the current NIDB project originally 
scheduled for $10 million in FY 1971, the attached Five-Year Lending 
Program is the one prepared prior to the conclusion of the civil war, 
when neither the duration of the war nor the nature of the eventual 
political settlement could be clearly foreseen. The Lending Program 
anticipated a substantial expansion of Bank activities and was drawn 
up in terms of projects vlhich we believed would be of high priority 
regardless of the outcome of the hostilities then in progress. 

27. The Nigerian authorities are currently preparing a four-year 
reconstruction and development plan. The end of the war provides an 
opportunity for the Bank to re-examine its Lending Program in Nigeria 
vdth a view toward helping the country both to meet its reconstruction 
needs and to resume its long-term development drive. Currently, a 
mission is visiting the Western State to appraise a cocoa project and 
a pre-appraisal mission is examining various proposals emanating from 
a Road Transport Survey of the Northern States and Western State. In 
early March several senior Bank staff met with Nigerian officials in 
Lagos for the first round of talks to explore ways in which the Bank 
might best assist Nigeria with its rehabilitation problems. An economic 
mission is scheduled to visit Nigeria about mid-April. 

Recommendation 

28. I recommend that the NIDB and the Federal Government of 
Nigeria be invited to send representatives to 1'iashington to negotiate 
a loan of $8 million equivalent, on the terms and conditions outlined 
in paragraphs 25 and 26 which are in accord with paragraphs 74 and 
75 of the Appraisal Report. 

Bruce H. Cheek 
Deputy Director 



Population 54.0 million 
Per capita GDP $90 

NIGERIA - 5 YEAR LENDING PROGRAM 

( $ millions) 
Fiscal Year 

1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1964/68 1969-73 

Cocoa and Oil Palm IBRD 17.0 
Rubber and Cocoa IBRD 10.0 
Livestock IBRD 20.0 
Agricultural Credit/ 

Fisheries IBRD 5.0 
Agriculture 

Unidentified IBRD 15.0 
DFC-NIDB II IBRD 8.0 
DFC-NIDB III IBRD 10.0 
Education II IBRD 20.0 

Power - ECN II IBRD 15.0 
Power - ECN III IBRD 18.0 
Power - ECN IV IBRD 20.0 
Potv-er - NDA II IBRD 11.0 
Pmv-er - 1TDA III IBRD 8.0 

Lagos-Ilorin Road IBRD 10.6 
1rJestern Roads IBRD 13.0 
Roads - North & 

East IBRD 25.0 
Transp. Unident-

ified IBRD 2$.0 
Transp. Unident-

ified IBRD 25.0 
Transp. Unident-

ified IBRD 20.0 

Unallocated IBRD 65.0 

IBRD 18.6 81.0 73.0 68.0 55.0 65.0 144.0 263.1 
IDA 35-5 

Total 18.6 81.0 73.0 68.0 55.0 65.0 179.5 263.1 -- --- - -
IBRD Loans Outstanding 205.9 283.5 349.7 410.4 457.6 514.3 

October 21, 1969 
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attached memorandum of March 6, 1970 from the Europe, Middle East 
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Project" (LC/0/70-22). 
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Harch 6, 1970 

Memorandum from Eurcpe, Middle East and North Africa Department 

YUGOSLAVIA: Fourth Highway Project 

1. Attached is a draft report "Yugoslavia - Appraisal of a Fourth 
Highway Project" concerning a proposed loan of $40 million to the 
Yugoslav Government to assist in financing the construction of six 
highway sections in the Republics of Bosnia-Hercegovina, Montenegro, 
and Serbia, and in the Autonomous Provinces of Kosovo and Vojvodina. 

Background 

2. The proposed loan would be the Bank's sixteenth operation in 
Yugoslavia and would bring t~e amount of Bank lending to $475.7 million~ 
In the current fiscal year two loans have so far been made, one of $18c5 
million for industrial projects, and one of $40 million for a tele
communications project. The present project would be the last Bank 
operation in this fiscal year. The lending program for Yugoslavia for 
1971-75 has been revised in connection with the preparation of the 
Country Program Paper, which was reviewed by I~lr. McNamara on February 2 7,. 
The revised program is attached. 

The Economy 

3. The state of the economy ~ras summarized in the memorandum regarding 
the third loan for industrial projects, circulated to the Committee on 
December 3j 1969 (LC/0/69-106). The report cfthe economic mission which 
visited Yugoslavia in October/November was distributed on February 27. 

The Project 

4. The proposed project is the second tranche of a program of highway 
construction submitted by the Federal Government for Bank financing in 
November 1968. This program was examined by the Bank mission which 
appraised the Third Highway Project (first tranche of the present 
program) late in 1968. The mission concluded that the road sections 
in the program were of high economic priority and could form a suitable 
basis for Bank lending in the highway sector. A loan of $30 million for 
the Third Highway Project was made in June 1969. The present project 
consists of the construction of six two-lane sections of four highways 
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which were included in the project because of their economic priority and 
advanced stage of preparation. The remaining sections of the program 
(third tranche), which are now being studied for feasibility, are expected. 
to constitute a proposed Fifth Highway Project scheduled for FY 1971. 

5. The six project sections are located in three Republics: Bosnia
Hercegovina, Montenegro, and Serbia, and in the Autonomous Provinces of 
Kosovo and Vojvodina. Each project section is part of a major highway. 
The section in Bosnia-Hercegovina, Zenica-Sarajevo, would be the first 
stage of a planned four-lane expressway linking the Central and Adriatic 
Highways, both of which were improved with Bank finance (Loan 344-YU of 
1963). The section in l'-1ontenegro, Bar-Ulcinj, would be an extension of 
the Adriatic Highway. It would replace an inadequate road and help the 
development of an attractive tourist area. The Belgrade-Nevi Sad section, 
located mainly in the Autonomous Province of Vojvodina and partly in 
Serbia, would be part of the international highway London-Istanbul (E-5) e 

The three remaining project sections, located mostly in the Autonomous 
Province of Kosovo and partly in the Republic of Serbia, would complete 
the upgrading of the Pec-Pristma-Nis road to hjgher standards. In total, 
the project works comprise the construction of 225 km. of new or improved 
two-lane roads with paved surfaces. 

6. The total cost of the project is estimated at $97.5 million, excluding 
expenditures for right-of-way and project preparation. The proposed inves t'"'~ 
ments in the individual road sections yield rates of return ranging from 
14% to 30%. All contracts would be awarded on the basis of internatin_~al 
competitive bidding. Depending on whether local or foreign contractors 
would carry out the construction and the extent to which imported equipment 
would be used, the foreign exchange component would be between 10% and 40%o 
Since foreign contractors have shown a growing interest in the earlier 
Bank-financed highway projects and as cnnstruction contracts are of a size 
that should be attractive to them, it is possible that foreign bidders might 
be awarded about one third of the project works. In that case the foreign 
exchange component of the project cost uould be about 25%. 

7. The city authorities of Belgrade and Novi Sad must still make final 
~ecisions with respect to the access roads to the Belgrade-Nevi Sad 
expressvray. If during negotiations no satisfactory assurances are obtained 
regarding these access roads and the related work programs and time schedu.1s3~ 
the entire expressway would be eliminated from the project, thus reducing the 
total cost of the project by about $32 million equivalent and the amount of 
the loan by $13 million to $27 million. 

8. The lending arrangements for the proposed loan would be identical to 
those under the Third Highway Project. The Bank would enter into a Loan 
Agreement with the Federal Government, which would make the proceeds of the 
loan available to the Republics and Autonomous Provinces by way of subsidiary 
loan agreements satisfactory to the Bank. 
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9. As pointed out in the Appraisal Report ( cf. paragraphs 2 .03 - 2 .14), 
the decentralization of the high't-1ay administration in October 1967 resulte .. l 
in a number of problems with respect to policy coordination, allocation of 
resources for maL~tenance and investment planning. These problems were 
reviewed during the appraisal and negotiation of the Third Highway Project, 
and an understanding was reached with the Yugoslav authorities on the need 
and measures for improvement. The mission appraisj~g the present project 
noted that reasonable progress had been made in implementing the various 
measures that had been agreed upo:L1. We will continue to follow the 
developments in this field closely. Since the roads to be financed under 
the present project are located in the Republics and Autonomous Provinces 
which did no·ti benefit from the previous loan.? the undertaldngs to be 
included in the loan documents, taken together with those for the Third 
Highway Project, will now cover the whole country and therefore facilitate 
their country-wide implementation. 

10. The attention of the Committee is drawn to the following matters: 

11. Local cu't'rency financing: The proposed loan of $40 million would 
represent-aBout 41% of the estj~ted total cost of the project eligible 
for Bank fL~ancing. It would roughly correspond to the estimated foreign 
exchange expenditures if all contracts v;rere avJ'arded to foreign contractol"S 
using their awn equipment. IIawever, this is not likely to be the case and 
the loan "tvould, therefore, fillance a proportion of local costs. 

12. All Bank loans for infrastructure projects in Yugosla"'-via have so fa-r 
included some local currency financing. I believe it is justified to 
contir1ue s~ch fli1ancing in appropriate cases. As pointed out in the last 
economic report, investment in L~rastructure has high priority. However, 
t~e foreign exchange component of infrastructure projects is generally 
rather lolv in Yugoslavia, since domestic contractors are becoming increasi.ngJ_y 
competiti\e ar.d have often been successful in international competitive 
bidding~ Fer the Bank to make a meaningful contribution to the financing 
of i:n.frastructure investment t:P.rough meeting foreign excr.!llnge expenditures 
only, would therefore imply the processing of a large n~nber of projects. 
L~rastructure financing c&i thus be mest efficiently provided by including 
some local currency expenditu=es. 

13. In the case of the present project, a substantial Bank contribution is 
particularly justified, since most of the road sections included in the 
project are located in regions whiCh lag considerably behind in economic 
development. These Republics and Autonomous Provinces have more difficulties 
in mobilizing the additional resources required for the project than the r.lOl"S; 

developed Republics which benefitted fran the Third Highway Project. Under 
that project, the Bank's participation amounted also to about 40% of total 
project cost and included local currency financing. 
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14. Use of surplus funds: 'The ApiJraisal Report proposes full disbursement 
of theloan (para. 3 .. 17J. However, I recommend cancellation of any surpl"!-t9 
£tinds, to be consistent. 1dth the arrar~ement under the· Third. Highway Projects 
The Projects Department has no objection and the Appraisal Report (para. 3 ~ L 7) 
:will be changed accordingly. 

15. Grace period: The Appraisal Report recon~ends, on project grounds, 
a loan for 25 years including a grace period of four years. I propose a 
lengthening of the grace period to five years on country grounds. 
Yugoslavia's debt service burden in convertible currency is heavy 
during the next few years and a longer grace period would contribute 
to easing this burden during the most difficult period. A grace period 
of five years was also accorded under the Second and Third Highway 
Projects, which en project grounds would have had grace periods of 
respectively three and three and a half years. 

16. Timing of Board Presentation: Under the present timetable the project 
is scheduled to be presented to the Executive Directors in April 1970. 
However, I believe that we should not proceed with the presentation if a 
satisfactory solution is not found in the next few weeks for the problems 
which have arisen in connection with the railway project financed in 1964 ~ 
The execution of that project (Loan 395-YU of $70 million, made in 
December 1964), which involves a modernization program of main lines, 
has been unsatisfactory and completion is not expected until three years 
after the present Closing Date of March 31, 1970. The delay in the 
railway project has occurred because the major part of the work started 
one to three years later than expected, due to delays in engineering, 
preparation of tender documents and bidding, partly as a result of the 
devaluation of the dinar in 1965, and because of severe shortages of 
local funds which were aggravated by cost increases. The Yugoslav 
authorities requested the Bank late in 1969 to postpone by three years 
the original Closing Date of December 31, 1969. We informed the Yugoslavs 
that the Bank could not consider the request unless a specific plan of 
action, satisfactory. to the Bank, had been established to improve the 
financial situation of the railways, thus ensuring the execution of the 
modernization program and related works without further delays. The Bank 
lvould have to rec·eive firm evi-dence that the necessary financial resources 
~ad been secured. In order to allow the Yugoslavs time to take the 
necessary action, the Closing Date was postponed to March 31, 1970 as an 
interim measure. We also informed the Yugoslav authoritj_es that the tirn.L~ 
of the presentation of the road project might be affected by delay on their 
part in submitting a plan to remedy the situation of the railways. 

17. We have ~ecentlY received the plan of action, and while there are stjll 
a number of points to be clarified, it is evident that the Yugoslav 
authorities are taking the action required. A mission is now visiting 
Yugoslavia to clarify the remaining issues and to ensure that the local 
resources will be made available. On this basis, I believe we can now 
invite the Yugoslavs for negotiations on the highway project; however, 
presentation to the Executive Directors would have to await full agreement 
on the measUres to be taken for the railways. 
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RecolTl.mendation 

18. I recommend that the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia be 
informed that the Bank is prepared to negotiate a loan for the Fourth 
Highway Pro ~ct, along the lines and on such conditions as proposed in 
Chapter 5 of the Appraisal Report and in this memorandum, in an a.inount 
of up to US $40 million and for a term of 25 years including a five-year 
grace period. 

Attachment 

M. P. Benjenk 
Director 

Europe, Niddle East and North Africa 
Department 
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Memorandum from the South Asia Department 

Pakistan: Engineering Services for the 
Karnaf'uli and Muhuri Irrigation Projects 

1. Attached for consideration of the Col1'1Tlittee is an Appraisal 
Report, 11 Engineerin:g Services for the Karnafuli and Muhuri Irrigation 
Projects" (PS-1), dated February 19, 1970. The report recammendr- that an 
IDA crE~dit be made to Pakistan to finance the foreign exchange cost of 
consulting engineering services, estimated at US $2.5 million. The precise 
amom1t tvould be determined during negotiations with the consultarts, and a 
firm price proposal from the consultants would be a condition of presenting 
the credit to the Executive Directors for their consideration. The local 
cost of the enr;ineering services would be about US $1.4 million Equivalent 
and Hould. be financed by the Government of East Pakistan through East 
Pakis t.nn ~vater and Pmver Development Authority (EPWAPDA). · 

2. There have been t\-.renty-nine IDA credits to Pakistan totalling 
about US *399 million, net of cancellations. It is expected that other 
credits, totalling about US $50 million, will be recommended for approval 
before the end of thn current fiscal year, and that a substantial propor
tion will be used for projects in E;ast Pakistan.l/ The Bank has made thirty 
loanE; in Pakista.n for ~n aggregate amount, net of cancellations, of about 
US •$611~ mi1lion. 

3. The last comprehensive Report on the Current Economic Position and 
Prospects of Pakistan (SA-4a) is dated April 18, 1969. The socie.l and po
litical unrest in Pakistan in 1969 has caused both the Government of Pakistan 
and external donors to re-examine Pakistan's economic policies and objectives. 
In the Country Program Paper, dated January 28, 1970, it is noted that, 
although Pakistan's economic performance in 1969 had been uneven, the economy 
had t;rown by ).8% per annum during the Third Plan (1965/66-1969/'i'O) taken as 
a 1-.Jhole despite difficult conditions. In industry, under-utili~ation of 
capacity and serious price distortions have developed, in part due to govern
ment policies designed to cope with reduced foreign currency availability. 
'rhe Government is now re-examining its industrial policy with thE! assistance 
of the reconnnendations of the Bank 1 s Industrial Policy Mission. In view of 
Pakistan's good record in dealing with major issues of economic policy, 
there is reason to believe that appropriate changes in industrial policy 
will be introduced. In agriculture there has been a significant breakthrough 
in wheat and rice production in ·west Pakistan, but much less prot::ress has 
been made in East Pakistan. A major issue in Pakistan is the increasing 
disparity in income grmvth be tween East and West Paldstan. rrhe Bank/IDA ' 
Progrmn assumes that in the next few years, greater priority wilJ be given 
to the needs of East Pakistan, where the most urgent requirement is to · 

1/ An 31Tlount of US .. ~74 million is presently earmarked for IDA lf!nding to 
P3.Lcistan in FY 1970; projects somel.Jhat in excess of this amount are ex
pected to be ready for financing before June 30, including $;,3 million 
to be used for projects in East Pakistan. 
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raise agricultural production. One-third of total Bank/IDA Lending Pro
gr am f or FY 1971-1975 is therefore earmarked for agricultural projects in 
the E::lst. 

4. Water development is vital to the predominantly agricultural 
economy of East Pakis tan. Most of the Province lies in a broad flat delta, 
and dur ing the monsoon season heavy rainfall and floods cause e:xtensive 
dcuna~~e and seriously r educe crop yields. During the dry season, there is 
L i.Lt L ~ rain .t,all and D.pproximately 60% of the cultivated land is left fallow 
because~ of insnfficient 1.vater. Although the econcrny of the Province is 
predominantly agricultural, production is not increasing as fast as popula
ti t)n, ancl imports of foodgrains, especially rice, have been steadily in
creasing. 

) . The Association has made three credits for water development 
projects in East Pakistan: Credit No. 11-PAK (US $1 million) for the 
Dacca-Demra Project in 1961, Credit No. 39-PAK (US $5 million) for the 
Brahmaputra Elnbanl~ent Project in 1963, and Credit No. 40-PAK for the 
first Chandpur Proj ect in 1963 (initially US $9 million, subsequently re
dueed to about, ~$S million). We expect to negotiate shortly a US $13 million 
credit to carry out a redesigned Chandpur project. The Association has also 
m.1.de two credits to help finance consultants in East Pakistan: one was 
Cred i. t No. 136-PAK (US *2 million) for general consultants to East PaJdstan 
Wa t er etnd Power Development Authority (EPWAPDA); and the other, Credit 
No. S- () Pi\.K (US ~to. [-) million), for the Dacca Southwest I rrigation-Engineering 
Proj <ct. The pr oposed c r edi t would finance consulting services for the 
K:t r11af.'uli nnd the Hnhuri Irrie;atinn projects and the Dakatia-Huhuri 1vater 
Lr:1 i 1s J.' e r scheme . 

Ka r n:- tf ttl-i:_ Irrigation Proj ect 

6 . The Ka:r:-naf uli Irrieation Project consists of two sub-projects: 
the Ha lciet sub-proj eet uould provide flood prevention and drainage in a 
t7,rns s a rea of l3l,SOO acres and irrigation in a net area of 55,000 acres; 
::md the Ichamati sub-project tvould provide f lood prevent ion and drainage 
:in et · r,ross area of 16 ,000 acres and irrigation in a net area of 11,800 
.1.cres. 

? • A f_easibil ity study of the Karnafuli project, completed in May 
196g, provides an adequate basis for estimating project costs. The Bank, 
Harking on comparable projects in East Pakistan, has assessed the likely 
benefits from the project and is satisfied that they would provide a satis
f ac t:.ory econom.i. ·~ justification. The May 1968 report is, however, incomplete 
Hith respect to (a) drainage facilities, {b) improved methods of irrigation 
distribution, (c) project organization, and (d) the extent to which con
struetion and operating and maintenance costs can be recovered from the 
farmers. 

8. US $1,170,000 is earmarked .for the Karnafuli project; of this 
amount, US $950,000 Hould be used for the preparation of tender documents 
and final designs (for the Halda sub-project only) and the balance of 
US ~~~~20,000 would be used for revision of the feasibili ty study (for both 
sub-projects). The tender documents would be prepared concurrently with 

. I 

·. 
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the feasibility study rev1s1on (completion of both expected by May 1971), 
and the final designs would proceed immediate~ thereafter. It would 
thus be possible to start construction in December 1971, which is one to 
two years earlier . than would be possible if tender documents were to be 
delayed until after the revised study is completed. 

Muhuri Irrigation Project 

9. The Muhuri Irrigation Project would provide flood prevention 
and drainage in a gross area of 101,000 acres and irrigation in a net 
area of 42,000 acres. 

10. A feasibility study of the Muhuri project was submitted in 
January 1967. While the Bank considers that a satisfactor,y basis for 
the economic justification of the project exists, a final assessment will 
depend upon the result of the examination of several unresolved issues. 
These include, besides the four items mentioned for the Karnafuli project 
(para. 7), two additional items: (e) revision of the flood prevention 
scheme and (f) preparing the preliminary study of the Dakatia-Muhuri water 
transfer scheme (para. 12). 

11. An amount of US $1,030,000 is earmarked for the MUhuri project; 
US $230,000 would be used for revision of the feasibility sturly and 
US $800,000 for the preparation of tender documents and final designs. The 
feasibility study revision would take until about March 1972, which, because 
of the additional two items mentioned in the previous paragraph, requires 
a longer period of time than that for Karnafuli. This timing permits a 
more _efficient use of ___ the consultants since theY wonJ d concentrate on . the 
revisions of the Karnafuli project and the water transfer scheme during 
the first year, and during the second year on the revisions of the Muhuri 
project. However, an interim report on Muhuri will be ready in August 1971. 
If at the time o·r that report, the outlook for the economic justification 
of the Muhuri project continues to be favorable as at present, then the 
consultants would proceed with designs. The risk involved in proceeding 
with final designs and the preparation of tender documents before comple
tion of the feasibility study rev1s1on is reasonable and acceptable. 
Dakatia-Muhur.i Water -Transfer Scheme 

12. The Muh~ri project is linked by a water transfer scheme to the 
Comilla-Noakhali project and the Little Feni project. Both of these pro
jects, which would be much larger than the MUhuri project, are still in the 
preliminary planning stage. This scheme would transfer water for irrigation 
purposes from the Meghna River to the Muhuri River via the Dakaiiia River, a 
"link" canal the Little Feni Ri. ver and several other segments of minor 
rivers and channels. This Dakatia-Muhuri water transfer scheme would ulti
mately serve all three project areas. 

lJ. US $300,000 of the proposed credit would be used for the pre-
liminary study of the Dakatia-Muhuri proposal. This stuqy would consist 
of carrying out reconnaissances, preparing preliminar,y designs, and planning 
the staged development of such a scheme. 

14. The tender documents for the first two projects would include only 
preliminary outline drawings and construction quantities as needed for 
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consLruction contracts based on unit prices. The nature of the work in
volved enables tendering to proceed on this basis, rather than on final 
desien drawings. The consultants would complete the final designs subse
quent to tendering and these would be furnished to the successful bidder 
by the time construction starts. 

V~ . The contract between F.:PWAPDA and the consultants would be subject 
Ln the approval of the Association. The issuance of a letter of intent, 
wherein it is stipulated that such a contract would be signed within 90 
days, 1-Jould. be a condition of effectiveness. During negotiations assurances 
tvould a lso be obtained that EPWAPDA will carry out topographical surveys in 
:t timely manner. · 

H>. There is a small amount of work (costing about US $.50,000), in
volving the an.1.lysis oi' tenders, which could. be considered as outside the 
scope of an ene;ineerinr, credit (see O.M. 5.09 on Financing of Detailed 
Engineering). However, since only a small amount of work is involved, 
a nd bocause the s3.ine consultants would do the work concurrently with the 
prcparn.tion o.f final designs, it is recommended that it be included in 
this credit. 

l'(. It is proposed that the IDA credit be for a term of eleven years, 
j_ncllJding a grace period of three years, on the understanding that it would 
be refin.:1.nced out of the proceeds of any IDA credit, or Bank loan, ultimately 
made for the construction of the projects. 

lB. I recommend that we invite the Government to send representatives 
to Washington to negotiate a credit of approximately US $2 • .5 million, the 
finai amount of which 1,.;ould be determined during negotiations as indicated 
jn paragraph 1. 

Gregory B. Votaw 

Deputy Director 

Attachment 
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Harch 5, 1970 

MEMORANDill1 TO THE LOAN COl~tiTTEE 

Colombia - Cali Water Supnly and Sewerage Project 

1. The Committee is requested to consider ~ without meeting, the 

attached memorandum of March 5, 1970 from the South America Depart-

ment, entitled :~Colombia - Proposed Loan for Cali tvater Supply and 

Se,-1erage Proj ece' (LC/0/70-20). 

2. Comments, if any, should be sent to reach Hr. Roessler (ext. 

2192) by 1:00 p.m. on Tu'esday, ~1arch 10. 

3. It is planned then, if the Committee approves, to inform the 

Government that the Bank is prepared to begin negotiations for the 

proposed loan on the terms and conditions referred to in the attached 

memorandum. 

Committee: 

David Pearce 
Secretary 
Loan Committee 

-DISTRIBUTION-

Copies for Information: 

Mr. J; Bu rk e Kn ap p, Ch a i rm an President 
· Mr. S.R. Cope, Deputy Chairman 

Mr. S. Aldewereld, Vice President 
Directors, Area Departments 

.~: r~ctor, Projects Department 
G~neral Counsel 
Director, Economics Department 
Director, Development Services Department 
Treasurer 

The Economic Adviser to the President 
Sir Denis Rickett, Vice President 
Mr. M. Shoaib, Vice President 
Directors, other Departments 
Special Adviser to the President 
Executive Vice President (IFC) 
Vice President (IFC) 



LOAN COMMITTEE 

CONFIDENTIA.t 

LC/0/70-20 

March 5, 1970 

Memorandum from South America Department 

COLOMBIA: Proposed Loan for Cali Water Supply and 

Sewerage Project 

1. Attached for your approval is the draft Appraisal Report No. 

DECLASSIF E 

SEP 0 9 201~ 

WBG ARCHIVES 

PU-30 recommending a Bank Loan of US$18.5 million to the Establecimiento 
PUblico Empresas Municipales de Cali (Emcali) to help finance the ex
pansion and improvement of Cali's water supply and sewerage system. 

2o Colombia's recent performance and the Bank's current lending 
program are dealt with in paragraphs 2 and 3 of the Loan Committee 
Memorandum for the Sixth Highway Loan~ to be distributed shortly . 

3o The proposed loan would be the second Bank loan for water 
supply and sewerage in Colombia, the first Bank loan in this sector 
having been made in June 1968 to the Empresa de Acueducto y Alcantarillado 
de Bogota (Loan 536-CO)o The Project will help to increase the popula
tion served directly by the water supply and sewerage systems of Cali 
from about 710,000 in 1969 to more than one million in 1973. One of t he 
purposes of the project is to extend the water and sewerage services to 
four unserved areas of Cali, populated by lowest income groups, in which 
sanitation is inadequate and health conditions are inferiore The water 
SUFply portion of the project includes a new intake and a water treat
ment plant on the Cauca River, new supply/distribution pipelines and 
house connections, and improvements to some existing supply lines and 
house connections. The sewerage portion includes a major sewage inter
ceptor which will reduce pollution of water at the intake of the water 
treatment plant, and a pumping station, trunk and secondar,y sewers, 
and drainage eanals for the removal of storm water. With respect to 
pollution of the Cauca River downstream from Cali, the draft Appraisal 
Report indicates (in Annex 9, paragraph 33) that sewage treatment is 
not necessar,y at present, and would not be needed until 1975 at the 
earliest, and possibly not until 1985. 

4o Low tariffs are the main problem of the water and sewerage 
sector in Colombia. While rate increases by large steps have been 
implemented without political difficulty in Bogota, there is a recent 
histor.y of disturbances in Cali resulting from substantial rate ad
justments. It is therefore proposed that the problem be approached in 
Cali by small steps spread over a fairly long period, i.e. a rate of 
return on revalued assets of 4 percent in 1971, to be gradually increased 
to 8 percent by 1977. The first step in this phased increase of rates 
is required before loan signing. · 
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5. As indicated in paragraphs 7.03 and 7.13 of the Appraisal 
Report, a gover~ment contribution of Col$150 million is needed for the 
corapletion of the financing plano This problem is currently being 
discussed between the Bank, the prospective Borrower and the Govern
ment, ~dth a view to obtaining a satisfactory commitment from the 
Government before the start of negotiations and our most recent infor
mation suggests that this contribution is likely to be forthcoming. 
We expect the financing plan for the Project to be completed from 
domestic sources by tariffs or government funds; but in no e\'O'unt 
would I recommend the alternative indicated in paragraph 7~13 of 
completing the financing plan by increasing the amount of the Bank's 
loan. 

6. The Appraisal Report recommends a term of 24 years on project 
grounds. However, in response to a request by the Colombian Government 
the Bank has advised the Government of its intention to apply a minimtml 
term of 25 years for the infrastructure projects in the FY 1970 lending 
progr~~o I therefore recomraend that the term be extended to 25 years~ 
The Projects Department does not object to this recommendationo 

7. The amount of the loan would represent about 50 percent of the 
project cost of about US$37 million equivalent. The appraisal mission 
reviewed the Empresa 1 s investment program through the 1970 1 s, selecting 
1973 as the cut off date for defining the proposed Project; but should 
project costs be less than estimated, it is recommended (in paragraph 
5al7 of the draft Appraisal Report) that the Bank should be willing to 
continue to finance 50 per cent of the cost of related works presently 
scheduled for the period after 1973, either by advancing the works, or 
extending the closing date of the proposed loan. 

8. Foreign exchange costs are equivalent to only 30 percent of 
total costso There are good reasons as explained in our Country Program 
Paper, for inclusion of this particular project, despite its low foreign 
exchange costs, in our lending program for Colombia~ Whether large 
scale financing of local currency expenditures can be justified in the 
future in Colombia, taking into account higher coffee prices on the one 
hand, and the needs of a larger development program on the other, will 
be assessed by our economic missiono The nature of the justification 

. for financing local currency expenditures to be included in the 
President's Report will depend on the outcome of that assessment. 

Reconunendation 

9o I recommend that the Bank commence negotiations of a loan of 
US$18oS million to the Establecimiento PUblico Empresas Municipales de 
Cali on the terms and conditions set forth in the draft Appraisal Report 
suitably modified to take into account the recommendation as to the 
term of the loan. 

Attachments 

Gerald Alter 
Director 



COLOMBIA: 1ut1ftnr;:r Program 

Total Total 

thro~h iPY 1970 
1966 1967 1968 1222. FY !212. 12.ll. 1lli. 12U. 121!:i 1975 to 1975 

AGRICULTURE 1/16.7 1/9.0 1/17 .o 5/52.7 7/74.5 
Livestock II 18.3 
Livestock III 15.0 
Livestock IV 15 .o 
Land Settlement I 5.0 
Atlantico Irrigation II 1.2 
Cesar Irrigation I 10.0 
Cesar Irrigation II 10.0 

EDUCATION 1/7.6 l/7.6 3/29.5 
Education II 6.5 
Education III 10.0 
Education IV 10.0 

POWER 1/18.0 1/18.0 17/241.8 2/67.0 
---chivor I Hydro 52.0 

Interconnection Hydro 15.0 

TRANSPORTATION 2/35.5 10/198.2 4/89 .o 
Highways VI 32 .o 
Highways VII 27.0 
Highways VIII 20.0 
Railwa,ys VI 10.0 

WATER SUPPLY AND SEWERAGE 1/14.0 1/14.0 6/97.5 
Medium-sized ~ities I (Cali) 18.5 
Medium.-ai3ed Cities II 

(Bucara.manga) 7.0 
Medium-sized Cities III 

(Palmira) 2.0 
Medium-sized Cities IV 20.0 
Medium-sized ~i tie s V 25.0 
Bogota_ II 25.0 

DEVEIDPMENI' FL"!ANCE COMPANIES 1/25.0 l/12.5 1/25.0 3/62.5 4/95.0 
DFC IV (pub lie) 5.0 
DFC V (private ani public) 30.0 
DFC VI (private and public) 30.0 
DFC VII (private and public) 30.0 

INDU3TRIES AND MINING l/30.0 

TELECOMMUNICATIONS 1/16.0 1/16.0 1/7.0 
Telecommunications II 7.0 

UNAIJDCATED- 19.0 10.0 20.0 30.0 4/79.0 

TOTAL 41.7 25.0 44.5 103.1 39/622.8 141.3 43.2 101.0 90.0 80.0 80.0 31/535.5 

(of which IDA) (1/19 .5) 

South America Department 
February 24, 1970. 
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INTERNATI ONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT 

I CONFIDENTIAL I INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION 

LOAN COMMITTEE DECLASSIFIED 

SEP 0 9 2014 

Harch 5, 197oWBG ARCHIVES 

Hffi10RANDUH TO THE LOAN COMMITTEE 

Brazil - Marimbcndo Hydroelectric Project 

With reference to the draft appraisal report attached to the 

South America Departmentvs memorandum of March 4, 1970 on this 

subject (LC/0/70-19), the Committee is requested to note that the 

table giving the estimated cost of the project (page 11, paragraph 

5.09) will be revised to show the estimated local currency and 

foreign exchange cot~onents of the total project cost, rather 

than the sources of financing. 

David Pearce 
Secretary 
Loan Committee 

- DISTRIBUTION-

Committee: Copies for Information: 

Mr. J. Bu rk e Kn ap p, Ch a i rm an President 
· Mr. S. R. Cope, Deputy Chairman 

Mr. S. Aldewereld, Vice President 
Directors, Area Departments 
Director, Projects Department 
General Counsel 
Director, Economics Department 
Director, Development Services Departmen t 
Treasurer 

The Economic Adviser to the President 
Sir Denis Rickett, ·vice President 
Mr. M. Shoaib, Vice President 
Directors, other Departments 
Special Adviser to the President 
Executive Vice President (IFC) 
Vice President (IFC) 
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INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT 

I CONFIDENTIAL I INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION 

LOAN COMMITTEE DECLASSIFIED 

SEP 0 9 201~ 

t1arch 4, 1970 WBG ARCHIVES 

HEJ 10RANDUM TO THE LOAN COH11ITTEE 

Brazil - Harimbondo Hydroelectric Project 

1. The Committee is requested to consider ~ without meeting, the 

attached memorandum of Harch 4, 1970 from the South America De~n~.rt-

ment, entitled nBrazil - Proposed Bank Loan for Marimbondo Hydro-

electric Proj ece' (LC/0/70-19). 

2. Connnents , if any, should be sent to reach t1r. Dosik (ext. 

2770) by 5:00p.m. on Friday, March 6. 

3. It is planned then, if the Committee approves, to inform the 

Government that the Bank is prepared to begin negotiations for the 

proposed loan on the terms and conditions ref erred to in the attached 

memorandum. 

Committee: 

David Pearce 
Secretary 
Loan Committee 

-DISTRIBUTION-

Copies for Information: 

Mr. J. · Bu rk e Kn ap p, Ch a i rm an President 
·Mr. S. R. Cope, Deputy Chairman 
Mr. S. Aldewereld, Vice President 
Directors, Area Departments 
Director, Projects Department 
General Counsel 
Director, Economics Department 
D"i rector, Development Services Department 
Treasurer 

The Economic Adviser to the President 
Sir Denis Rickett, Vice President 
Mr. M. Shoaib, Vice President 
Directors, other Departments 
Special Adviser to the President 
fXecuti~e Vice President (IFC) 
Vice President (IFC) 



CONFIDENTIAL 

LC/0/70-19 

March 4, 1970 

LOAN COMMITTEE 

Memorandum from the South America Department 

BRAZIL; Proposed Bank Loan for Marimbondo 
Hydroelectric Project 

DECLASSIFIED 

SEP 0 9 201 

WBG ARCHIVES 

1. Attached is a draft appraisal report!lrecommending a Bank loan of 
$106 million to Furnas (Central Eletrica de Furnas S.A.) to finance the 
international procurement of permanent equipment, and the foreign exchange 
cost of consulting services, for the Marimbondo Hydroelectric Project. Sub-
sequent to the appraisal mission's return from Brazil, the Bank and the 
Brazilian authorities agreed that the project should be submitted for joint 
financing and a meeting for this purpose is to be held in Paris March 11-12. 
A Bank loan of $80 million is now proposed in the expectation that agreement 
on joint financing will be reached with the supplying countries and that 
they will provide some $26 million in loans for the project, as discussed 
below. The proposed loan would be the 21st Bank loan for electric power 
on Brazil and the 5th loan to Furnas, which last received a loan of $26 
million in October 1968 for the Porto Colombia Hydroelectric Project. 

The Lending Program 

2. The proposed loan would be the third and final one to be made to 
Brazil in the current fiscal year. A $25 million i11dustrial credit loan to 
the Banco do Nordeste was approved by the Executive Directors on January 20 
and signed on February 16. Negotiations for a $100 million loan for the 
Second Highway Construction Project have been completed and the loan is 
scheduled for consideration by the Executive Directors at the end of March. 
Attached is a table summarizing the 5-year lending program for 1970-74. 

The Economy 

J. The Area Memorandum recently submitted to the Loan Committee on 
the highway project (LC/0/70-4) briefly summarized the findings of the 
latest economic report (WH195a, December 19, 1969), pointing to the improved 
prospects for economic growth with internal and external financial stability 
resulting from the policies the Government has been following in recent 
years. 

1( The Loan Committee is being asked to consider the project on the basis 
of the yellow cover draft of the appraisal report so that draft loan 
documents can be transmitted to the Borrower at the Paris Meetings ne:;::t 
week. The Borrower has urgently requested advance copies of the draf·; 
loan do.cuments so that these can be reviewed in Brazil in advance o :t~ 
negotiations in accordance with new machinery G3tablished for the 
approv·.9.l of external loan~ v 
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The Sector 

4. The electric power sector has made impressive progress in recent 
years in carrying out the investments necessary to keep pace with the 
rapidly growing needs of the economy and in improving its operating efficiency 
and financial performance. In addition, Eletrobras, the Federal Government 
holding company, has been placing increased emphasis on overall planning 
and last year completed a comprehensive "Investment and Resources Program" 
for 1969-73. The salient features of this program are that (1) power con
sumption may be expected to grow at a rate of more than 12% per year, (2) 
generating capacity will have to be increased by some 85% at a cost of 
approximately $3.6 billion, (3) internal generation of funds in the sector 
will rise rapidly, making it possible to finance some 3/4 of the required 
investment from domestic resources and, (4) it will be necessary to seek 
new foreign loan commitments totalling more than $750 million to finance 
major projects to be initiated during 1970-73. Staff of the Public Utility 
Projects Department and this department have reviewed the Eletrobras progr&n 
and feel it reflects a valid assessment of the sector's major investment 
requirements and a realistic effort to mobilize the domestic resources 
necessary for sound financing. 

S. While we plan to maintain our long association with the electric 
power sector in Brazil, the relatively advanced state of sector planning a11d 
the nature and size of the upcoming projects should make it possible for tho 
power companies to look increasingly to bilateral sources of finance. Because 
of this, and in view of the hea~ demand for Bank funds in other high priority 
sectors of the Brazilian economy, we plan to lend onJ.y about $50 million 
per year for power during 1971-74. This would be equivalent to less than 10% 
of the total planned investment expenditure and less than 1/3 of the sector 1 s 
external financing requirements. However, we hope that by associating Bank 
financing with bilaterQl resources through the joint financing mechanism 
we will be able to assist in financing a larger number of projects than would 
otherwise be possible and thereby maintain a broad influence in favor of 
the sector objectives of rational investment planning and sound financing 
that we have pursued ~or so long. Following Marimbondo, the next power 
projects we plan to consider are the Capim Branco and Salto Osorio hydro
electric plants for which loans totalling $50 million are contained in the 
FY1971 lending program on the assumption that they could be submitted as a 
"package" for joint financing. 

The Project 

6. The project consists of the Marimbondo hydroelectric plant with 
1400 MW of installed capacity, approximately 1400 km of 500 kv transmission 
line connecting Marimbondo to Rio de Janeiro, and the installation of two 
additional 150 MW turbo-generator units at the existing Furnas hydroelectric 
plant. The total cost of the project is estimated at $278 million. The 
proposed external financing of $106 million would cover the estimated cost 
of equipment to be purchased under international competitive bidding togethe~ 
with the foreign cost of engineering consultants and technical and management 
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improvement services and equipment. External financing is not proposed for 
civil works or interest during construction. The proposed loan would be 
made with the same safeguards as previous loans to Furnas which contained, 
inter alia, provisions for prompt and adequate tariff adjustments, debt 
limitation and Bank approval of major new investments Furnas may wish to 
undertake during the construction period. 

1. A 30-year repayment term, including a 7~ year grace period, is 
proposed, rather than the 25-year term applied in the recent electric power 
loans in Brazil. As previously agreed with the Chairman of the Loan Committee, 
the longer term is justified on country grounds and by the proposed joint 
financing with shorter term bilateral loans (12 years from delivery, at best). 
While, as in previous joint financed projects, the Bank would be prepared to 
adjust the amortization schedule of the proposed loan to bring the composite 
amortization schedule for the project as close as possible to what it would 
have been if the Bank were providing all of the external financing, it will 
not be possible to fully compensate for the shorter maturities of the bi
lateral loans. Since the grace periods of the bilateral loans will be 
equivalent to the delivery periods of the equipment or, say, 3-4 years, 
while a 7~ year grace period is recommended for the proposed Bank loan, it 
will not be possible for .the Bank to offset the first 4 years or so of re
payments due the bilateral lenders. Moreover, it will be necessary during t he 
initial years after repayment of the Bank loan begins to reduce the amortiza
tion installments due the Bank to a minimwn in order to hold the amortization 
of the total external financing to the level that would have prevailed with 
100% Bank financing. It has, therefore, been agreed by the Chairman of the 
Loan Committee that the Bank would accept token semi-annual installments of 
$100,000, the figure established for this purpose in the loans to Colombia 
for joint financed projects. 

8. As in the case of previous loans for electric power in Brazil, domes-
tic suppliers would participate in international competitive bidding with a 
15% margin of preference. Under a recent Brazilian regulation the landed coet 
of imports used for bid comparison purposes would include the cost of taxes 
aggregating an estimated 3% which were levied recently on all port traffic 
to raise funds for port improvement and for the merchant marine. Since these 
taxes may be- considered as user charges rather than import duties, their 
inclusion in the cost of imports can be accepted; the inclusion of a series 
of special port charges in the cost of imports was also accepted in a recent 
Argentine power loan. Recent Brazilian regulation also requires that bids be 
compared at the rate of exchange prevailing on the date of contract award, 
rather than at the exchange rate prevailing 30 days prior to bid opening as 
in previous loans. While there is no objection in principle to th~ new 
Brazilian requirement, it may create practical difficulties for bidders in 
view of the prevailing Government policy of making frequent adjustments in 
the exchange rate and we will want to discuss this further during negotiations. 

9. Bank financing would, as in the previous power loans to Brazil, cover 
the local as well as the foreign component of orders placed in Brazil after 
international competitive bidding. This is justified in view of the magnitL.d.e 
of the gross. capital inflows Brazil requires, the development of the capit ·,,t 
equipment supply industry in Brazil, and the special role of the Bank in 
financing the power sector. · 
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Joint Financing 

10. Our joint financing proposals for Marimbondo follow closely the 
arrangements agreed upon in Paris last December for the Mexican Third Power 
Program. The Bank and the other lenders would each finance 50% of the 
orders eligible for joint financing!fwhile the Bank would finance 100% of 
the orders placed in Brazil (or other countries not providing finance). A 
financial plan for the project was worked out with Furnas on the basis of 
recent procurement experience with its other Bank-financed projects which 
indicates that as much as 50% of the orders for Marimbondo might be placed 
in Brazil. On this assumption, the Bank would have to provide more than 75% 
of the total external finance required, as shovnl below: 

Marimbondo - Joint Financing 

($ million) 

Marimbondo Hydroelectric 

Total 
Financing 
Required 

Plant )2.0 

Marimbondo Transmission 
~stem 54.8 

Furnas Plant Units 7 & 8 5.7 

Contingencies 7.8 

Engineering & Consulting 
Services ~ 

106.0 

100% 
Brazilian 
Orders 

12.4 

29.8 

2.9 

45.1 

IBRD 
50% 

Foreign 
Orders 

9.8 

12.5 

1.4 

2).7 

Total 

22.2 

42.3 

4.3 

5-7 

~ 
80.2 

Other 
Lenders 

9.8 

12.5 

1.4 

2.1 

0 -
25.8 

11. It must be recognized that there is a measure of uncertainty about 
the actual outcome of the joint financing owing to the margin of error 
involved in estimating the relative proportions of Brazilian and foreign 
procurement. Since we attempted to make generous allowance for amount of 
orders likely to be won by Brazilian suppliers, and the cost estimates 

!/ Individual orders of less than $200,000 or orders going to countries who 
do not receive orders totalling at least $1 million would not be eligib:l ·
for joint financing. 
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include substantial provisions for contingencies, we believe the proposed 
$80 million loan adequately covers the maximum likely requirement for Bank 
finance. Should Brazilian suppliers win fewer orders than estimated, thus 
reducing the requirement for Bank finance under the joint financing arrange
ment, a corresponding amount of the loan could be cancelled. For the future, 
if the experience with Marimbondo confirms that application of the 50-50 
formula results in the Bank having to provide three-quarters or more of the 
total external financing required for electric power projects in Brazil 
owing to the high level of domestic procurement, we shall probably want to 
propose a revised cost-sharing scheme which would further limit the burden 
on the Bank. 

Recommendation 

12. I recommend that the Bank inform Furnas and the Government of Brazil 
that it is prepared to negotiate a loan of $80 million for the Marimbondo 
Hydroelectric Project. 

Attachment 

Gerald Alter 
Director 
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to 

1969 

1/40.0 

1/22.0 

(In US$ million) 
T"O:rar-

Fiscal Years 1970-
1970 1971 1972 1973 ~2] ...... 4_1.-.9 ..... 7..._4 --

25.0 

30.0 

8.0 

10.0 

so.o 

'·10.0 
4.0 

25.0 
2$.0. 

2$.0 

50.0 

35.0 

60.0 

60.0 

30.0 
30.0 

so.o 

40.0 

?22.0 

10.0 

125.0 

210.0 

20/542.1 260.0 
Bo.o 

30.0 
50.0 

50.0 

4/54.0 705.0 
100.0 

100.0 

20.0 

60.0 

100.0 
100.0 

10.0 
45 .. 0 

100.0 
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Background 

LOAN COMMITTEE 

.MEMORANDUM FROM SOUTH ASIA DEPARTMENT 

INDIA - SIXTH INDUSTRIAL IMPORTS PROJECT 

CONFIDENTIAL 

LC/ 0/70-18 

March 3, 1970 

DECLASSIFIED 

SEP 0 9 2014 

WBG ARCHIVES 

1. Attached is a report "Appraisal of a Sixth Industrial Imports 
Project11 (PI~2) dated February 25, 1970, recommending that the Association 
make a credit of US$75 million equivalent to India. 

2. The Association has made to date five industrial imports credits 
to India as follows: 

Credit No. Date Amount ~US$ Million) 

52-IN June 9, 1964 90 

78-IN August 11, 1965 100 

92-IN August 19, 1966 150 

97-IN December 23, 1966 65 

138-IN January 22, 1969 125 

Total 530 

3. At a meeting on November 4, 1969, the Executive Directors approved 
the President's proposal, made in his memorandum of October 23, 1969 
(IDA/R69-64}, to .send a mission to India to appraise a proposed Sixth 
Industrial Imports Credit to India of about US$75 million. 

Bank/IDA Lending Program 

4. The current Bank/IDA Lending Program to India is attached. In 
this fiscal year the Association has so far made two credits to India 
totalling US$90 million (Tenth Railway Project and Kadana Irrigation Projec·t ) . 
If the Gujarat Agricultural Credit project (US$35 million) now being 
negotiated and the proposed Sixth Industrial Imports Credit (US$75 million) 
are approved, the total would come up to US$200 million. 

5. In addition to the above, some of the following projects may we11 
be ready for submission to the Executive Directors this year as proposed 
credits: the Punjab Agricultural Credit Project (US$25 million), Cauvery 
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Delta Irrigation Project (US$26 million),Power Transmission II 
(US$40 million) and Mormugao Port Project (US$10 million). Further lending 
to ICICI (US$40 million) is also contemplated for FY1970; although this is 
presently scheduled to be a Bank loan, Mr. McNamara indicated in the discus
sion of the country program paper that the possibility of making this an 
IDA credit might be considered. 

The Economy 

6. Information on recent developments in the Indian economy was 
included in the economic section of the President's Report and Recommendation 
on the Kadana Irrigation Project (P-774). Despite the recent improvement 
in the general performance of the economy, it is clear that India still 
requires a substantial inflow of aid. 

1. The financing of industrial inputs for India is an effective form 
of aid, since it will permit fuller utilization of extensive plant 
capacity and supply the economy with essential capital goods and agri
cultural chemicals. Furthermore, aid of this type is required to compleme~t 
project aid to India, because of India's limited capacity to absorb aid 
in the form of capital goods tied to specific projects; India's imports 
of capital goods amount only to about 1.5 percent of its GNP, and not 
all of these imports are associated with large investment projects. 

The Project · 

8. The sectors to be included for financing under the proposed 
Sixth Industrial Imports credit and their estimated total foreign exchange 
requirements in the Indian fiscal year which begins April 1, 1970 are as 
follows: 

Proposed IDA 
Sectors 

Estimated Total Foreign Exchange 
Requirements in 1970/71 

Commercial Vehicles 

Agricultural Tractors 

Automotive Ancillaries 

Machine Tools, Cutting and 
Small Tools & Abrasives 

Electric Motors 

Fertilizers and Pesticides 

US$ 22.0 million 

8.0 

48.0 

18.4 

2.7 

73.9 

US$173.0 million 
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9. To preserve continuity, and to facilitate follow-up, these 
sectors were chosen from among a larger number of sectors financed under 
the last Industrial Imports Credit (No.l38-IN). Tractors, fertilizers, 
pesticides, and electric motors (for irrigation pumping) are essential 
inputs for Indian agriculture and will complement the Bank Group's 
assistance in that field. Assistance in the development of the commercial 
vehicle industry, and the related automotive ancillary industry, is a 
logical counterpart to the Bank Group's lending for other transport projects 
in India. The assistance for the machine and cutting tools sector and 
electric motors sector (for industrial use) will help furnish Indian industry, 
including the proposed IDA sector industries, v.Ti. th the "machines to make 
machines 11 and their motive power. 

10. The following are the only significant changes proposed from 
the terms and conditions for the last Industrial Imports Credit (No.l38-IN): 

a) No retroactive financing will be allowed; and 

b) The financing to the fertilizers and pesticides sector will 
be limited to US$15 million. This limitation is proposed, 
in light of the disproportionately large foreign exchange 
requirements of this sector, to allow the proceeds of the 
credit to be spread among a broader spectrum of industries 
and thereby to increase the probability of procurement 
from a wide range of member countries* 

11. The proposed credit of US$75 million would correspond to about 
43 percent of the anticipated total foreign exchange requirements for the 
proposed IDA sectors in 1970/71. The percentages of IDA financing -- with 
the limit on the fertilizers and pesticides sector referred to in the pre
ceding paragraph -- would be about 20 percent for agricultural chemicals and 
about 60 percent for the other sectors. 

12. The appraisal report: 

(i) points ~ut the need for further efforts by the Government 
and industry to improve industrial efficiency and standards; 
and 

(ii) recommends that, during negotiations, the question should 
be reviewed of increasing Indian industry's exposure to 
world market competition and encouraging broader technical 
collaboration agreements. 
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Recommend?.tion 

13~ I agree with the conclusions of the appraisal report and 
recommend that the Association negotiate with the Government of India a credit 
of US$75 million equivalent for industrial imports. 

Attachments 

Gregory B. Votaw 
Daputy Director 

Scuth Asia Depa~tment 
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Tot&l Total Tot&l 'fili'Ciillii Hic&i fHH 

1?61 1961& 1?65 196§ 1967 126§ 1969 1970 1m 1972 1973 1974 1975 1964-68 i969-73 1971-75 

Farm Improvement I Ell 10.0 
Tarai Seeds IBID 1].0 
Irrigation IBID 19.5 
Irrigation - Tube Well ID4 6.0 
Irrigation - Shetrunji ID4 4.5 
Irrigation - Sa1andi IDA 8.0 
Punjab Hood Control IDA 10.0 
Irrigation - Sone ID.l 15.0 
Irrigation - Purna IDA 13.0 
Kadana Irrigation IDA 35.0 
Agricultural :redi t - Guj"arat IDA 37.0 
~ricultural :redit - Punjab IDA 2$.0 
Africultural Credit IDA 2$.0 
Irrigation - Krishna-Godavari ID.l 10.0 
Irrigation - Cauvery Delta IDA 15.0 
Irrigation - Pochampad IDA 10.0 
Irrigation - Godavari Barrage IDA 10.0 
I rr igation - Tawa IDA 10.0 
Agricultural Aviation IDA s.o 
Grain Storage IDA 10.0 
Fisheries IDA 7.5 
Agriculture Projects ) IDA 140.0 

150.0 Agriculture Projects ) (5-8) IDA 
165.0 Agriculture Pro jects ) IDA 

Agriculture Pro jects ) IDA . 165.0 

Teleconununications I ID.l 42.0 
Teleconvnunications II IDA 33.0 
Teleconununications III IBRD 27 .s 

IDA 27.5 
Telecommunications IV IDA 40.0 
Telecommunications V ID.l 40.0 
Telecommunications VI IDA 40.0 
Telecommunications VII IDA 35.0 
Telecommunications VIII IDA 35.0 

Jr': - lClCI 1-V IBRD 90.0 
ur·~ - I~ICI Vl IBRD so.o 
iJF:; - lClCI VII IBRD 25 .0 

40.0 DFC - r:Icr I !liD 40.0 40.0 
New DFC IIIUl 10.0 25.0 25.0 

Education Unidentified I IDA 20.0 
Education Unidentified II IDA 20.0 

Indian Iron & Steel I & II IBRD 51.5 
I ndian Ir<'n & Steel III IBRD 30.0 
'T'a ta Iron & Steel I & II IBRD 107.5 
'oal "in~n~; I ~ I I IBRD 54.5 
Public Sector Fertilizer IDA 2$.0 
Fertilizer Plant Unident. IBRD 25.0 
Industry Unidentified II IBRD 15.0 

Incilstn ;J. Imports I IDA 90.0 
Incilstri ~1 Imports II IDA 100.0 
Industrial Imports III & IV IDA 215.0 
I n<ilstrial Imports V IDA 125.0 
:ndustrial Imports VI IDA 75.0 

Power IBRD 25.0 
Kothaguuerr. Power I IDA 20.0 
Kothat,u:lem Power II IBRD 14.0 
Koyna Power 1 IBRD 25.0 
Koyna Power II IDA 17 .s 
Trombay Power 1 & II IBRD 26.0 
Bokaro-~onar Power IJIRD 18.5 
Durgapur Power Extension IDA 18.5 
fuwer Transmission I IBRD 70.0 
Seas Equ1pment IDA 23.0 
fuwer Transmission IDA 38.0 
Power Transmission IDA 60.0 oo.o Power Unidentif ied I IDA 15. 0 Power Unidentified 11 IDA 15 .o 
Av1ation IBRD 5.6 
Highways I IDA 60.0 
tll{;hways II IDA )0.0 
Pons I-III IBRD 64.0 
Ports IV IDA 16.0 
Port - -Monnugao IDA 10.0 
Ports - Bombay/ Calcutta IDA 30.0 Railroads I-VI !,1 IBRD 379.0 
Ra1lroads VII IDA 67.5 
kailroads VIII IDA 62.0 
itailr oads IX IDA 68.0 
Railways X IDA ss.o 
Transportation Projects Unident. IDA 65.0 Transportation Projects Unident. IDA 60.0 Transportation Pro j ect.s Unident. IDA 50.0 

Bombay Water Supply IDA 10.0 lo.ater Supply Unidentified I IDA 15.0 Wate:· Supply Unidentified II IDA 15.0 
Unall ocated IDA -- -- ~ 

I !liD 876.1 134.0 30.0 25.0 40.5 40.0 35.0 2$.0 55.0 25.0 40.0 189.0 195 . 5 180.0 IDA 300.0 90.0 95.0 191.0 215.0 152.5 240.0 315.0 297.5 260.0 280.0 280.0 591.0 1,265.0 1,3n.s Total 1,176.1 90.0 229.0 ~ 245.0 25.0 193.0 ~ 350.0 322.5 335.o .29i:.O ~ 780.0 1,460.0 1,572.;, = ==== = - ==-= == -No. 44 5 17 14 12 12 11 52 57 
Note: the IDA lending program is to be adjuated to - 231.0 280.0 260.0 280.0 260.0 1,183 .s 1,355 .o 
lBRD Loans Outstanding 

includill; undisbursed 698.6 648.7 742.0 693.7 671.6 650.2 651.9 650.5 628.4 601.5 606.9 584.9 579.9 excluding undi sburaed 543.7 528.8 525.6 530.6 515.5 511.0 498.5 514.2 525.5 536.5 539.9 548.9 539.9 
lDA :!redi ts Outstanding 

1ncluding undisbursed 300.0 390.0 465.0 675.5 889.1 887.4 1037.6 127) .6 1500.6 1787.8 2065.9 2343.1 2618.5 excluding undisbursed 48.5 1)). 7 287.9 452.1 662. ~ 8h9.3 969.6 1052.6 1242.0 14JB.4 1707.1 1977 .s 2252.9 
! / Railroads II comprised four separate 1endi~ operations 
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March 3, 1970 

Hinutes of Special Loan Meeting to discuss "Iran - Copper Project" held 
at 4:30p.m. on February 16, 1970, in Conference Room B. 

1. Present: 1'1essrs. Knapp (Chairman), Gaud, Cope , Cargill, Fuchs, 
von Hoffman, Eschenberg, Lisle and Pearce (Secretary). 

2. Issue: The meeting had been. called to consider Mr. Cargill's 
memorandum to the Chairman dated February 10, 1970, which described the 
background of and proposals for a project to mine, refine and n1arket 
copper from deposits recently discovered at Sar Cheshmeh in the Kerman 
Province of south-eastern Iran. The project's estimated total cost, 
based on mining of 10 million tons of ore per annum, was about $250 
million and its profi tability, based on a copper price of $0.40 per 
lb (well below the current price of $0.73 per lb), ,;.;ras expected to be 
substantial; the sponsors were Mro Mansour Rezai, leader of an Iranian 
mining group, and Selection Trust Ltd. The Iranian Government, Hhich 
strongly supported the project, wished the Bank to use the Industrial 
and Nining Development Bank of Iran (H·IDBI) as the channel for a pro
posed loan which, based on a tentative financing plan prepared by the 
sponsors, might exceed $75 million. The main issue for discussion was 
the basis, if any, on which the Bank and IFC could consider partici
pation in the project ; ~tt. Cargill's memorandum, paras. 10- 11, recom
mended four conditions - relating to (a) the raising of project funds 
primarily from Iranian and foreign sour ces, (b) the justification for 
the scale of the initial project, (c) the diversification of the pro
ject's capital structure to permit wider participa tion and thus profit 
sharing by new investors, and (d) the channel for a possible Bank loan 
as a basis for further di scussions with the sponsors and Government. 

3. Discussio:p.~ The meeting ~.:ras told t hat hitherto the sponsors 
had not taken all reasonable measures to maximize outside participation 
·in the financing of the proposed project - a condit ion which would have 
to be satisfied before the Bank could consider making a loan. A related 
problem was the ~rofit sharing provi sions of the sponsors' agreement 
under which exceedingly large dividends would accrue to the Rezai Group , 
thus inhibiting equit y participation by other private foreign and Iran
ian interests; it tvould be difficult, if not impossible, for the Bank 
Group to associate itself with the project on these terms. On the other 
hand, if the project's equity base were broadened to encourage other 
Iranian and foreign participations~ the amount of the loan currently 
requested from the Bank could be considerably reduced - e.g. to about 
$35 million, which in any event was probably the maximum t he Bank could 
contemplate for a project of this type. 
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4. It t-Tas therefore suggested that, in order to raise the necessary 
additional Iranian and foreign financi ng to the maximum extent possible 
from commercial sources, the sponsors should be asked to prepare a re
vised plan for distribution of profits. W11ile there should be some 
preferred treatment of the Rezai Group as the pioneer and initial de
veloper of the property, the remaining profits should be distributed 
to reflect substantially the risk capital contribution of the parti
cipants. The sponsors should also be asked to reconsider the proposed 
initial scale of t he project and the possibility of implementing it 
in stages which would reduce considerably the amount of initial finan
cing required. 

5. Decision: It was decided that the financial particivation of 
t he Bank Group in the project would depend on the vlillingness of the 
present sponsors to revise the fi nancing plan in accordance with paras. 
10-11 of t1r. Cargill's memorandum and para. 4 above and it was agreed 
that the sponsors should be so advised. 

Cleared by: Uessrs. Knapp/Cope 
Fuchs 

cc: Loan Committee 
Participants 

von Hoffman 
Eschenberg 

David Pearce 
Secretary 
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Harch 2, 1970 

Minutes of Special Loan Meeting to discuss "Pakistan - Chandpur II Irri
gation Project" held at 2:30 p.m. on February 13, 1970, in Conference 
Room B. 

1. Present: Messrs. Knapp (Chairman), Cope, Broches, Cargill, Chadenet, 
t.Japenhans, Haynes, Helmoth, Hiehen, Denning, Kirpich, McCulloch, Suratgar, 
and Davies (Acting Secretary). 

2. The Chairman said that he had called the meeting to clarify a number 
of points in the Appraisal Report (PA-32) and the covering Area Memorandum 
(LC/0/70-14). 

Irrigation Design 

3. The Chairman, noting that the irrigation works in the Chandpur I 
project had been stopped because of difficulties, and that the irrigation 
works in Chandpur II were of quite different design, asked whether Projects 
was satisfied that the new design would provide a solution of the problems 
previously encountered. 

4. Projects representatives said that the Chandpur I irrigation system 
was of conventional gravity design, using specially constructed elevated 
irrigation canals. It proved impossible to obtain the large area of land 
needed for these canals in an area where the holdings were very small, and 
where each farmer liked to have plots of both high and low ground. The 
irrigation works had therefore been dropped in 1965 and, because of subse
quent doubts that flood protection, which had originally been believed to 
be separately justi£iable, could provide adequate benefits by itself, con
struction of the protecting embankment had been stopped in 1968. The re
vised design for Chandpur II would use existing natural drainage channels 
and a large numb~r (1,500) of low-lift pumps. The maintenance of these 
pumps presented an organizational problem calling for close supervision. 
The new design concept would be used in a series of new projects in East 
Pakistan. IDA had made or was considering engineering credits for three 
projects which would be appraised before the Chandpur II project reached 
the critical period when water levels had fallen and farmers had to adopt 
radically new farming methods. 

5. The Chairman said that paragraph .11 of the Area Memorandum made a 
good case for IDA's financing the low-lift pumps. 
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6. The Chairman, noting that, according to paragraph 12 of the Area 
Memorandum, a further study was required to determine the capacity of 
the farmers to contribute to the capital costs of the project, commented 
that appraisal reports continued to call for studies to be made. Projects 
representatives said that these studies r.~ould call for much work in future. 
The existing draft memorandum on the BankYs water charges policy needed 
further consideration. The burden of appraisal would be considerably 
eased if such issues were resolved beforehand. 

7. Projects representati.ves stated that water charges needed to be 
considered in the broader context of sectoral taxation, and were often 
difficult to assess on a narrow project basis. r1r. Cope agreed that 
water charges could not be considered apart from taxation, and thus pre
sented a more difficult problem than power rates. To ask for rate coven
ants might not be appropriate for irrigation projects ; what might be ob
tained instead was a statement of government policy. 

Local Currency 

8. Noting that a condition of effectiveness of the credit would be 
the opening by the Government of East Pakistan of two "advance replenish
ment" accounts in favor of the Project Director (Construction) and the 
Project Director (Agriculture) respectively which would serve as "surge 
tanks" which would give warning of a shortage of rupees, the Chainnan 
said that he saw no need to obtain a cownitment on this point from the 
Central Government, since the Government of East Pakistan, having its 
own budget and funds, could give such a commitment. 

9. It was agreed that the argument t hat Bank/IDA financing of local 
expenditures t'las justified on "country economic grounds" (Appraisal Re
port, paragraph 5.14) was out of place in an Appraisal Report~ its oroper 
place 't-las the President's Report. An Appraisal Report might properly 
urge in support of local currency financing, however, as did that under 
consideration, that uThe Association's share of the total financing would 
be large enough to bring about the necessary improvements in organization, 
f unding and execution of the project.\! This Yileverage" argument was, of 
course, equally applicable to the financing of foreign exchange expendi
tures. 

Cleared by: Messrs. Knapp 
Chadenet 
Cargill 

cc: Loan Committee 
Participants 

C.H. Davies 
Acting Secretary 
Loan Committee 
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MEHORANDUM TO THE LOAN COMr·1ITTEE 

Nicaragua - Corinto Port Authority (CPA) 

1. The Committee is requested to consider , without meeting, the 

attached memorandum of March 2, 1970 from the Central America and 

Caribbean Department, entitled "Nicaragua - Proposed Bank Loan for 

Puerto Corinto Expansion" (LC/0/70-17). 

2. Comments, if any, should be sent to reach Mr. l1irza (ext. 

3877) by 1:00 p.m. on Thursday, i1arch 5. 

3. It is planned then, if the Committee approves, to inform the 

Government that, subject to an understanding first being reached con-

cerning economic policies, the Bank is prepared to begin negotiations 

for the proposed loan along the lines proposed in the appraisal re-

port • . 
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David Pearce 
Secretary 
Loan Connnittee 
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Memorandum from Central America and Caribbean Department 

NICARAGUA - Proposed Bank Loan for Puerto Corinto Expansion 

1. I attach Report No. PTR-39 "Appraisal of Corinto Port Exten-
sion Project" dated January 26, 1970, reconunending a Bank loan of $5.25 
million to the Corinto Port Authority (CPA) to finance the foreign ex
change costs of expansion and improvement of the Port of Corinto in 
Nicaragua. 

Background 

2. The Bank has made 15 loans to Nicaragua since 1951 totalling 
$62.35 million and there has also been one IDA credit of $3 million. 
On Decerrber 31, 1969, a total of $17.7 million remained to be disbursed 
on three loans, two for power and one for education. In the case of a 
power loan made in October 1966 (Loan 470-NI), initial difficulties in 
acquiring land and delays in supplying equipment caused project slip
pages which have resulted in a small undisbursed balance of $0.7 mil
lion. The original Closing Date of February 28, 1969 has had to be 
extended twice, most recent]y to August 31, 1970. A later power loan 
(Loan 543-NI) for $15.25 million, made in June 1968, is presently ex
pected to be disbursed on schedule. Considerable delays have, however, 
been encountered on a $4 million education loan made in April 1968 
(Loan 532-NI), and no disbursement has so far been made. This was due 
initially to Nicaraguan institutional weaknesses and unfamiliarity with 
Bank projects of this type, but the project is now also being held back 
by a shortage of funds in the Central Government Budget. Construction, 
however, is scheduled to commence in June of this year. 

3· This would be the second Bank loan for the development of the 
Port of Corinto. An earlier loan (143-NI) made in 1956 helped finance 
the construction of two berths and two transit sheds, which were com
pleted in 1961. The appraisal of the project under consideration fol
lowed a feasibility study by the consultants Livesey arid Henderson of 
London and Setec of Paris. The Bank financed the foreign exchange cost 
of the study through a technical assistance grant approved October 1966, 
and a Bank mirJsion subsequently reviewed and modified the consultants' 
recommendations jointly with the Corinto Port Authority (CPA). 

Economic Situation 

4. A green cover economic report has just been completed and is 
being reviewed by the Economic Committee. Its main conclusion is th2.t, 
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unless vigorous action is taken to restore and increase public savings, 
Nicaragua will not be able to carry out the public investment needed to 
support the export diversification effort, without which the economy is 
likely to stagnate. The annual rate of growth in per capita GDP, 5 per
cent in the earlY 1960's, has been reduced in recent years to one percent. 
At the same time a serious deterioration has taken place in the balance 
of payments, net foreign exchange reserves have fallen from $28 million 
in 1965 to a negative balance of $3 million in 1969, and the country's 
dependence on medium- and long-term external borrowing has increased to 
a point at which the debt service ratio is now over 12 percent. In these 
circumstances Nicaragua's creditworthiness for new external borrowing 
must depend on the Government's willingness to make a substantial addi
tional fiscal effort and to follow credit, interest rate and exchange 
rate policies geared to strengthening the balance of payments. As a 
first step in this direction, the economic report suggests that addi
tional t ax measures should be introduced to yield some C$80 million in 
1970 and C$90 million in 1971, equivalent to roughly 15 percent of 1969 
Central Government revenues or 1.5 percent of GDP. Further measures will 
be required in subsequent years • 

S. The principal findings of the economic mission have already 
been connnunicated to the Nicaraguan Government and within the next few 
weeks we plan to discuss these findings \-Tith them, with a view to reach
ing agreement on the measures required to deal with the fiscal and 
balance of payments problems. I would not want negotiations to be in
vited for the proposed loan until an adequate understanding has been 
reached with the Government on economic policy, especially fiscal pol
icy. · The loan itself does not call for any financial contribution from 
the Government, but Nicaragua's creditworthiness for Bank lending is at 
issue, and additional public savings are also urgently required to finance 
various ongoin projects being assisted by external lending agencies, 
including the Bank's education project. 

The Project 

6. Corinto is the most important port in Nicaragua, handling about 
three-quarters of· the country's eea-o~ dry cargo traffic. The loan 
under consideration will help finance the construction of facilities and 
equipment essential to accommodate anticipated traffic growth and promote 
continued operational efficiency. Channel dredging is included in the 
project to permit the entry at all times of ships of 9.1 meters (30 feet) 
draft, which are expected to handle an increasing proportion of Corinto' s 
cargo traffic. The construction period of the project would be 197D-7J. 

1. The total estimated cost of the project is $8.05 million. The 
Bank loan would finance the full foreign exchange cost of $$.25 million, 
but would not include interest during construction. The remaining $2.8 
million will be financed by CPA. CPA is a well managed and efficient · 
organization. Financial forecasts indicate that sufficient funds should 
be generated during 1970-73 to meet local costs, and adequate cash reserves 
should be built up subsequently to cover a fair share of the next expan
sion phase. 
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8. The Appraisal Report raises no policy issues, and I agree 
with its recommendations. In view of the delay in negotiating the 
loan because of the economic problems mentioned above, the loan will 
not be signed until after the need arises for consultants to be ap
pointed (in March), and I reconnnend that retroactive disbursements 
be allm..red for consultants' services. The amount involved would be 
small (less than $100,000 up to July 1970) and would be for detailed 
engineering, including the preparation of bidding documents. 

9. Subsequent to the field appraisal of the project, the 
Standard Fruit Company of the U.s. has undertaken sponsorship of a 
banana program in the hinterland of Corinto. This is expected to 
generate considerable additional banana traffic to be handled at 
Corinto by 1975 and thus strengthens the need for prompt implementa
tion of the project~ As a result of this new development, the econo
mic return on the proposed investment is likely to be somewhat higher 
than the 13 percent mentioned in the Appraisal Report, and this point 
will be mentioned when the report is put into final form. The port's 
facilities, after the proposed project is carried out, will be ade
quate to handle the additional traffic. 

Recommendation 

10. I recommend that, subject to an understanding first being 
reached with the Government on economic policies, the Bank be prepared 
to invite representatives of the Corinto Port Authority and the Govern
ment to bJashington to negotiate a loan of about $5.25 million for the 
Corinto Port expansion along the lines proposed in the Appraisal Report. 
The Chairman of the Loan Committee will be kept informed about the prog
ress of economic policy discussions with the Government, and at the 
appropriate time his approval will be sought for proceeding with loan 
negotiations. 

E. Peter 1.Vright 
Deputy Director 
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Chile - Second Vocational T_rain1_ng Project 

Attached for information is a memorandum from the Director 

of the South America Department to the Chairman of the Committee, 

dated February 25, 1970, transmitting for approval the draft Report 

and Recommendation of the President on a proposed loan for a second 

vocational training project. 
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OFFICE ~1~D RANDUM 

TO : Hr. J. Burke Knapp 

FROI'1: Gerald Alter 

DATE: February 25, 1970 

SUBJECT: CHILE - Loa..."1 for Second Vocational Training Project 

1. Attached for your approval is a copy of the draft Report and 
Reco:rmnendation o.f the President on a proposed Loan equivalent to US$1 .. 5 
million to the Republic of Chile for the Second Vocational Training Pro
ject, together with copies of the draft Loan, Guarantee, and Project 
Agreements. We plan to distribute these documents to the Executive 
Directors for their consideration at a meeting on March 17, 1970. 

2. On December 17, 1969, the Appraisal Report (PE-12) was sent 
to the Loan Corr.mittee for consideration without meeting. The Committee 
agreed to invite negotiations for a Bank loan equivalent to US$1.5 mil
lion for the proposed project on a term of 25 years including a grace 
period of five years. Negotiations were substantially completed on 
January 29, 1970 along the lines indicated to the Loan Committee. 

J. We also propose to distribute to the Executive Directors as 
an attachment to the President's Report a memorandum on "Recent Economic 
Developments in Chile". It is based on the preliminary conclusions of 
the Economic IvJission which visited Chile during the last two months of 
1969 and Which is preparing a new economic report. The last full eco
nomic report was submitted to the Board about 18 months ago. A copy of 
this memorandum is being sent to the Chairman of the Economic Committee. 

4. For the oral presentation to the Board meeting we propose that 
Mr. Shibusawa make a brief statement on the Bank's approach and assistance 
for improvements of Chile•s educational system, including its vocational 
training facilities. 

5. This memorandum and the attached documents have been cleared 
by the departments concerned. I would appreciate your giving any comments 
on these papers to Nr. Bashir Ahmad (X-4778), at yo.ur ·· eat?liest convenience . 

Attachments 

cc: Nr. McNamara 
Loan Committee (no attachments) 
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OFFICE l\iEMORANDill-1 

TO : Mr. J. Burke Knapp 

FIDM: Gerald Alter 

DATE: February 26, 1970 

SUBJECT: CHILE - Loan for a Third Education Project 

1. Attached for your approval is a copy of the draft Report and 
Recommendation of the President on a proposed loan equivalent to US$7.0 
million to the Republic of Chile for a Third Education Project, together 
with copies of the draft Loan Agreement and Supplemental Letters. A copy 
of the revised appraisal report will be sent to you in the next few days. 
We plan to distribute these docmnents (except the draft Supplemental Letters) 
to the Executive Directors for their consideration at a meeting on 
March 17, 1970. 

2. In May 1969 I recommended to the Loan Committee (LC/0/69-65) and 
the Committee agreed, to invite the Chilean Government to negotiate a 
loan of US$12 .5 million for this project. In my memorandum of January 21, 
1970, I explained the circumstances under which this project had to be 
revised and the Bank loan reduced to US$7.4 million. During renegotiations 
(completed on February 9, 1970) the construction of a new primary teacher 
training college at Santiago was excluded from the project because the 
Chilean Government proposed to start work on this institution immediately 
without adhering to Bank procedure for international competitive bidding. 
Exclusion of this item from the project has reduced the loan amount to 
US$7.0 million. Except for this reduction in the loan amount, there
negotiations were completed along the lines indicated to the Loan Committee. 

3. The draft President's report omits the discussion of imple-
mentation problems of previous loans and the memorandum on "Recent 
Economic Developments in Chile" since they are contained in the President's 
report on the Second Vocational Training Project, which is to be presented 
to the Executive Directors at the same Board meeting. 

4. For the oral presentation to the Board Meeting we propose that 
Mr. Shibusawa make a brief statement on the Bank's approach and assistance 
for improvements of Chile 1 s educational system. 

5. This memorandum and the attached documents have been cleared 
by the departments concerned. I would appreciate your giving any comments 
on these papers to Mr. Bashir Ahmad (X-4778), at your earliest convenience. 

Attachments 

cc: Messrs. Robert S. McNamara 
S. R. Cope 

Loan Committee (without attachments) 
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Attached for information is a memorandum from the Deputy 

Director of the Central America and Caribbean Department to the 
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for approval the draft Report and Recommendation of the President 

on a proposed loan for a second power project. 
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM 

TO: Mro J o Burke Knapp February J9, 1970 

FR0~·1: E Peter 1rJright 

SUBJECT: PANA11A - Proposed Loan to the Institute de Recursos Hidraulicos 
y Electrificacion. 

lo Attached for your approval is a copy of the draft Report 
and Recommendation of the President on a proposed loan of $42.0 million 
to Instituto de Rect~sos Hidraulicos y Electrificacion (IRHE) for its 
second po-wer project. Also attached are the draft Loan Agreement, 
Guarantee Agreement and supplemental letters" We hope to be able to 
distribute the President's Report, the Loan Agreement and Guarantee 
Agreement to the Executive Directors for consideration on March 10. 

2~ A Special Loan Meeting, held on Januar.y 9, 1970, considered 
the Appraisal Report (PU-28) and the covering memorandum from the 
Central America and Caribbean Department dated January 27, 1970 
(LC/0/70-7) o The Chairman 1 s decision was recorded in the M:inutes 
dated February 9, 1970 (LM/r·1/70-6)o Dur:ing negotiations, the issues 
outlined in paragraph 5 of the 11inutes were discussed with the 
Panamanian delegationo The Government representatives agreed to the 
enactment of legislation to br:ing L1.HE 'tvith:in the jurisdiction of the 
Regulatory Corrnnission, to remove IRHE r s Dj.rector General from this 
Commission and to establish standards for the regulation of telephones, 
but indicated that it would take about four months to have this 
legislation drafted and appro·vedo It was, therefore, decided, in 
agreement ·with Mro Cope, that the passage of the rele·vant legislation 
should be made a condition of effectiveness of the proposed loan and 
not a condition of Board presentationo The Government has made it 
clear that it does not intend to regulate gas rates~ 

3o During negotiations it ·was established that the appropriate 
legal format for ensuring that the Electricity Legisla·tion would not 
be applied r.etroacti:vely to profits made by Cia Pan~na de Fuerza 
y Luz (CPFL) since 19.58 vlould be an amendment of the relevant pro
·visions in the legislation. This too has, therefore, been made a 
condition of effectiveness. 

4. Other changes made in the draft loan documents during 
negotiations were: (a) elimination of the proposed restriction on 
IRRE incurring expenditures in excess of $100,000 on fixed assets 
outside the present program (Mr. Cope agreed that this ·was unnecessary); 
and (b) extension of the grace period from 5!2 to 6 years to provide 
adequate time for the release of retention payments. 

5" During negotiations IRHE proposed to increase the size of 
the Bayano generating units from 50 ~~l to 7.5 MNc We agreed to this 
on the ·basis of calculations made by the Public Utilities Projects 
Department, which :indicated that the change .would result in a slightly 
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higher internal rate of return for the project. The cost of the 
additional capacity will be covered by reducing the provision for 
contingencies and by restricting the scope of the future hydro 
studies to be financed under the Bank loan (the UNDP is no'tv ex
pected to finance most of these studies). 

6c Apart from the changes described in paragraph 2 - 5 above, 
no other changes of substance will be made in the green cover appraisal 
report, a copy of which is attached for informationo 

1. Since the Government ·would need about four months to take 
the necessary legal action to meet the conditions of effectiveness 
and also because the procedures in Panama are such that the legal opinions 
required to make the loan effective could not be given until about 
3 to 4 mont.hs from the date of signing, the effective date l'ITould be 
120 days from the date of signing of the proposed loan~ 

Bo Last December, the Economic Connnittee appro·ved tdthout 
meeting a draft report on Panama's economic position and prospects 
vlhich recommended that Panama be considered creditworthy for sub
stantial amounts of additional borro1~gG The report was not put in 
final immediately because ·we decided to tvait for the approval of the 
1970 budget and information about the Government's proposals for a 
nm~ tax package to be introduced in Aprilo The required information 
was provided by the Government during negotiations and the report, 
duly modified, will be circulated to Executive Directors next ·week. 
A Country Program Paper on Panama was revie·wed by the President on 
January 20o 

9. This memorandum and the docmnents mentioned herein have been 
cleared with the relevant Departmentso 

lOe I would appreciate your giving your comments on this paper 
to Mr. Humaym1 Mirza, Extn. 3877, as soon as possible. 

Attachments 

cc: 1-'Ir. McNamara 
Loan Committee (no attachments) 
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t.1EHORANDUM TO THE LOAN COMHITTEE 

China - Taitvan Po¥1er Company 

1. The Committee is requested to consider, without meeting, the 

attached memorandum of February 18, 1970 from the East Asia and Paci-

fie Department, entitled "China - Proposed $44.5 million Loan to the 

Taiwan Power Company" (LC/0/70-16). 

2. Comments, if any, should be sent to reach Mr. Kraske (ext. 

2780) by 1:00 p.m. on Tuesday, February 24. 

3. It is planned then, if the Committee approves, to inform 

representatives of the Government and the Taiwan Power Company that 

the Bank is prepared to begin negotiations for the proposed loan on 

the terms and conditions referred to in the attached memorandum. 

Committee: 

David Pearce 
Secretary 
Loan Connnittee 
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Memorandum from East Asia and Pacific Department 

China - Proposed $44.5 million Loan to the Taiwan Power Company 

1. Attached is an appraisal report (PU-29, dated February 11, 
1970). It recommends a Bank loan of $44.5 million to the Taiwan Power 
Company (Taipower) for the financing of the foreign exchange costs, 
including interest during construction, of a project which forms part of 
its continuing investment program for enlarging China's electricity 
system. 

2. An economic mission visited the Republic of China in February/ 
March 1968. Its report, which was circulated to the Economic Committee 
in August 1968, concluded that the country's economy had continued to 
grow vigorously and the growth of GNP in real terms had substantially 
exceeded the plan target of 7% during 1967. These encouraging trends 
have continued s :ince then and it is expected that an economic mission 
which is scheduled to visit Taiwan next month will confirm our belief 
that the prospects for economic growth remain extremely promising for 
the future. The debt service ratio of the Republic of China is estimated 
to reach a level of 7.2% in 1972. The country's ability to service 
additional debt is not in question and it is considered suitable for Bank 
financing. 

3. The Republic of China has experienced an extraordinarily rapid 
rate of economic growth, especially in its industrial sector, during 
rec~nt years. GNP rose, on an average, by 11% per annum during the past 
f~L v· e years while industrial output grew by about 16% each year during 
t ne sixties. Industry contributes a sizeable 28% to net national product 
and accounts for nearly two-thirds of the country's exports. Industrial 
e2~ansion has resulted in a fast growing need for infrastructure 
facili ties, particularly power. The Bank's current five-year lendj_ng 
program (copy attached) is aimed largely at helping the Government to 
rectify past deficiencies in public expenditure on infrastructure. 

4o Public investment in power has increased rapidly in the last 
decade but has lagged behind the frequently under-estimated demand. 
Taipower, almost wholly owned by the Government, operates a country wide 
system which has been expanding rapidly - the value of facilities in 
operation and under construction totalled $810 million at the end of 1969, 
or double that six y6crs previously. Even so, forecasts indicate that 
further massive investments in generation and transmission facilities 
vdll have to be undertaken to meet future demand. Taipower has thus 
formulated an expansion program which over the next four years (1970-73) 
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envisages: (i) a total expenditure of about $675 million equivalent; 
(ii) an increase of about 85% in its generating capacity (from 2,200 MW 
to 4,100 MW); and (iii) expansion and improvement of its transmission 
and distribution systems. 

5. Taipower received a $50 million Bank loan in December 1968 to 
help finance the Tachien project. This consists of the construction of 
a hydroelectric station with a capacity of 234 }]Won the Tachia River 
in central Taiwan and associated transmission facilities. The civil 
works are underway and contracts for major equipment are in the process 
of being awarded~ Disbursements to date have totalled $2.9 million and 
progress is considered satisfactory. 

6. The proposed project forms part of Taipower's expansion 
program for the next four years. It consists of (i) the installation 
of a fourth thermal unit of 375 MW capacity at the existing Talin plant; 
(ii) the addition of two generators of 90 MW each at the Lower Tachien 
hydroelectric station and (iii) the provision of associated 345 KV trans
mission facilities. The total project cost is expected to be $71.2 
million. The proposed Bank loan would cover the foreign exchange expend
iture which forms about 63% of the entire cost. 

7. The implementation of the 1970-73 construction program will 
place a severe strain on Taipower's finances. Of the total capital 
expenditures of $675 million equivalent during this period, internal 
cash generation, sales of equity and customer's contributions will meet 
about $250 million (3 7%), assuming that the Government will continue 
its present policy of reinvesting dividends in the company. Assurance 
that the Government will continue to reinvest dividends in Taipower will 
be sought during negotiations. The remaining $425 million needed to 
finance the expansion program will have to be raised through borrowings. 
The prospe~~ts of obtaining this amount are good. Roughly $80 million 
are expected to be provided from the proposed loan and disbursements 
from the proceeds of the $50 million loan (574 CHA) which the Bank made 
in December 1968 for the Tachien Power project. Other foreign loans 
and supplier's credits, the latter mostly of ten years duration with 
interest at 6%, are expected to provide about $1.55 million. Approxi
mately $19 million will be made available to Taipower from counterpart 
funds administered by the Council for International Economic Cooperation 
and Development (CIECD). Arrangements have been made with domestic 
banks to borrow about $80 million equivalent and the Government will 
defer customs duties amounting to $42 million or so on imported items. 
Finally, a remaining gap of $47 million (roughly 7% of the 1970-73 
estimated expenditure on construction) will have to be met from domestic 
sources. There appear to be several ways of doing this- among other 
things by issuing Government bonds the proceeds of which would be handed 
over to Taipower or by borrowing further from the banking system. A 
decision as to the way in which this shortfall is to be met is expected 
to be made soon and discussed during negotiations; failing this, it is 
intended to make an acceptable decision on this matter on the part of 
the Government a condition of effectiveness for the proposed loan. 
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8. Taipower's forecast financial position is satisfactory despite 
the substantial borrowings contemplated. The level of Taipower's future 
debt is of less cause for concern than its stru.cture. The company has 
in recent years been compelled, as a consequence of the curtailment of 
the U.S. aid program in China, to borrow medium- and short-term. One 
illustration of this trend is that supplier's credits have increased al
most fourfold in the last two years. It is important for Taipower to 
restrict borrowings of less than fifteen years to a minimum. Thus while 
Taipower may be able to obtain further supplier financing for the equip
ment included in the proposed project, Bank assistance for the project 
would be essential to maintain a sound financial structure. In addition, 
full international competitive bidding is expected to result in savings 
to the company. A twenty-year term with a 4~ year grace period is 
recommended for the proposed loan and would more nearly correspond to 
the expected life of the assets. The proposed Bank loan would include 
interest during construction to further assist the company to improve its 
financial structure. 

9. Taipower's system is operated efficiently and the company is 
we 11 organized. It is capable of carrying out the expansion program with 
the help of su.i table consulting firms. Taipower 's financial management 
is being strengthened by consultants financed from the proceeds of the 
Bank's previous loan 574 CHA. Consultants are also to be provided under 
the proposed project to advise on systems planning and other technical 
matters. The project for which Bank financing has been requested is well 
conceived and should yield a satisfactory rate of return of about 17%. 

10. I agree with the conclusions and recommendations of the 
appraisal report and propose, subject to the Loan Committee's agreement, 
to invite Taipower and the Government to send representatives to 
Washington to negotiate a loan of $44.5 million for a term of twenty 
years including a 4~ year grace period. 

Attachments 
Gordon M. Street 

Assistant to the Director 
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Per ·Cap GNP: ~250 

CHINA - 5 YEAR LENDING PROGRA1'1 

{$ millions) 
Fiscal Year Total Total 

1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1964-68 1969-73 

Telecommunications II IBRD 20.0 

DFC - CDC IV IBRD 15.0 
DFC - CDC V IBRD 15.0 
DFC - CDC VI IBRD 15.0 

Voc. & Tech. Educa-
tion I IBRD 12.0 

Voc. & Tech. Edu.ca-
tion II IBRD 10.0 

Voc. & Tech. Edu.ca-
tion III IBRD 10.0 

Fishery Education IBRD 4.0 

Talin Thermal Power IBRD 45.0 
Thermal Power IBRD 50.0 
Thermal Power IBRD 50.0 

Railways IV IBRD 30.0 
Railways V IBRD 40.0 
Railways VI IBRD 40.0 
Highways I IBRD 20.0 
Highways II IBRD 20.0 
Oil Port IBRD 10.0 
Port Development IBRD 15.0 
Airport - Tao Yuan IBRD 7.0 

Taipei Sewerage IBRD 15.0 
Taipei Water IBRD 12.0 

IBRD 72.0 66.0 77.0 90.0 85.0 65.0 106.7 386.2 

No. 3 5 3 4 3 3 7 17 
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lvtlnutes of Loan Committee Heeting held at 
11:00 a.m. on Friday, February 6, 1970 
in the Board Room 

A. Present~ 

Mr. J. Burke Knapp, 
11r 0 !.P.M. Cargill 
Mr. B. Chadenet 
Hr. R. Chaufournier 
Hr. S.R. Cope 
Hr. D.J. Fontein 
~Ir. E. Gutierrez 
Hr. M.L. Hoffman 

In Attendance: 

Mr. D.A. Dunn 
Mr. C.E. Eugenio 
Mr. P.C.H. Goffin 
Mr. A.F. Kirk 

Chairman Hr. 
!~r. 

Mr. 
Mr. 
Hr. 
Mr. 
J<.fr. 
!1r. 

SEP 0 9 2014 

WBG ARCHiVES 

LC/M/70-2 

February 16, 1970 

K.D. Hartwich 
P .r•I. Mathev7 
F.R. Poore 
H.N. Scott 
A. Stevenson 
G.K. l..Jiese 
J.H. ~villiams 
D. Pearce, Secretary 

Mr. K.S. Krishnaswamy 
Hr • C. G. Melmo th 
Mr. S. Takahashi 
Mr. H.J. Walden 

B. India- Gujara~Agricultural Credit Project 

1. The Committee considered a memorandum dated February 3, 1970, 
from the South Asia Department entitled "India - Gujarat Agricultural 
Credit Project" (LC/0/70-10) and the accompanying draft appraisal report 
(PA-34 dated January 30, 1970) which recommended negotiation of a $36 
million IDA ' credi~ to help finance a three year investment program in 
minor irrigation worY~ (including drilling rigs and spares)and farm 
mechanization (tractors, tractor implements and spares) in the State of 
Gujarat in west-central India. The project's estimated total cost ~..ras 
$67 million, including $8.6 million direct foreign exchange cost, 
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and the proposed IDA credit~ equivalent to about 54 per cent of total l?ro
ject costs 9 would finance the entire foreign exchange cost and $27.4 mil
lion (or about 47 per cent) of total local expenditure costs. It was noted 
that the amount of the proposed credit had been computed on the basis of an 
IDA contribution representing 100 per cent of the projectvs forei~n exchange 
cost and about 50 per cent of eligible local expenditures. 

2. The Chairman drew attention to the proposed arrangements for 
the procurement of 2,200 tractors for the project: international bulk 
procurement based on farmers' choice through tractor dealerships. He 
wondered how individual farmers could be expected to choose their speci-
fic make of tractors when the price he would eventually have to pay would 
vary according to the total quantity of that make ordered by all the par
ticipating farmers. The Agriculture Projects Department replied that~ 
vlhile it was difficult to say that the proposed system '{vould not present 
some problems of administration, it was hoped that it would serve to achieve 
the desired aim of taking into account individual preferences, encouraging 
lower prices, strengthening local dealerships, and ensuring adequate after
sales service. 

3. The Comnittee noted that the Agricultural Refinance Corporation 
(ARC) would supervise and refinance at 6% per annum, plus an annual 1% ser
vice fee, the project lending operations of the Gujarat State Cooperative 
Land Development Bank (LDB) ; the LDB would in turn lend to individual bor
rowers at 9.5% per annum, plus a one-for-all evaluation fee of 0.5% of the 
total cost of projects for tubewells, lift irrigation, and farm mechaniza
tion. The Agriculture Projects Department stated that the 9.5% rate to 
ultimate borrowers was reasonable and reflected the prevailing cost of 
capital in the market. 

4. The Chairman, noting that it was proposed that the proceeds of 
the IDA credit be made available by the Government to ARC for 25 years, 
including a four year grace period, at 4.75% interest per annum, suggested 
that the ~~C should receive these funds on IDA tenns. This arrangement 
would avoid the problem of a flo't-7 of ttcounterpart" funds from the ARC 
to the Government· and the issue of their use or control. The South Asia 
and Agriculture Projects Departments, agreeing with the Chairman's pro
posal, noted that the ARC, through \~1ich IDA expected to finance other 
agricultural credit projects in the future, was a ~ivotal institution 
which it was important to strengthen~ it was therefore an approoriate 
recipient of the proceeds on IDA terms. 
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5. The Committee approved the South Asia Department's recommendation 
that the Government of India be invited to negotiate the proposed $36 mil
lion credit on the conditions set forth in the appraisal report. 

C. Adjournment 

6. The meet~~g adjourned at 11:50 a.m. 

Secretaryvs Department 
February 16, 1970 
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HEMORANDUi\f TO TilE LOAN COMMITTEE 

China - China Development Corporation (CDC) 

1. The Co~mittee is requested to consider, without meeting, the 

attached memorandum of February 16, 1970 from the East Asia and Paci-

fie Department, entitled "China - Proposed $18 million Loan for the 

China Development Corporation (CDC)" (LC/0/70-15). 

2. Comments, if any, should be sent to reach Mr . Kalim (ext. 

2426) by 5:00p.m. on Thursday, February 19. 

3. It is planned then, if the Committee approves, to inform . . 

representatives of the Government and the China Development Corpor-

ation that the Bank is prepared to begin negotiations for the pro-

posed loan on the terms and conditions referred to in the attached 

memorandum. 

Committee: 

Davi d Pearce 
Secretary 
Loan Committee 
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LOAN COMMITTEE 

Memorandum from East Asia and Pacific Department 

China - Proposed $18 million Loan for the 
China Development Cory oration (CDC) 

1. Attached is an appraisal report (DB-63, dated February 11, 1970) 
which recommends a Bank loan of up to $18 million to the China Development 
Corporation (CDC). The proposed loan would meet the estimated foreign 
currency requirements of CDC for its forecast lending operations during 
the two years beginning early 1970. 

2. An economic miss ion visited the Republic of China in February I 
March 1968. Its report, which was circulated to the Economic Committee 
in August 1968, concluded that the country's economy had continued to 
grow vigorously and the growth of GNP in real terms had substantially 
exceeded the plan target of 7% during 1967. These encouraging trends 
have continued since then and it is expected that an economic mission 
which is scheduled to visit Taiwan next month will confirm our belief 
that the prospects for economic growth remain extremely promising for 
the future. The debt service ratio of the Republic of China is estimated 
to reach a level of 7.2% in 1972. The country's ability to service addi
tional debt is not in question and it is considered sui table for Bank 
financing. 

3. The economy of the Republic of China has progressed remarkably 
in recent years. A 10% average annual growth rate of GNP (in real terms) 
was sustained through the 1960's primarily because the industrial sector 
expanded rapidly. Its contribution to net national product rose from 25% 
in 1961 to 29% in 1968 and industrial products accounted for over 66% of 
total exports in 196g. Industrial development has been concentrated 
largely in the private sector which is responsible for about 80% of total 
manufacturing output. 

4. The Bank's lending program for China emphasizes financing of 
large, import-intensive, high priority infrastructure projects rather 
than direct financing of industrial development. However, this program 
will help the Government to install the facilities required to keep pace 
with the rapidly increasing demand for power, transport, telecommunications 
and education generated by the directly productive sectors of the economy 
and therefore will indirectly assist further industrial development. In 
addition, the Bank plans to assist, as in the past, the dynamic industrial 
development through lending to CDC. 

5. CDC was established in 1959 as a private development finance 
company to assist in the formation, modernization and expansion of private 
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industrial undertakings. Its objectives also included the mobilization 
of local sources of capital and the development of the capital market. 
It had until December 31, 1969 approved loans for 415 projects amount
ing to NT$3 billion ($75 million) and had on that date a loan portfolio 
of NT$1,477 million; its equity portfolio stood at NT$212 million 
($5.2 million approximately) at the end of 1969. It has provided, 
during the past few years, approximately 46% of total outstanding loans 
by financial institutions to the private sector for capital investment. 
Another indicator of CDC's help to Taiwan's industry is the fact that 
in 1968 CDC's clients exported goods worth about $151 million, i.e. 
nearly 18% of the country's total exports. 

6. The proposed loan, the fourth Bank Group loan or credit to CDC, 
would replenish its depleted foreign exchange resources. The proceeds 
of a $5.0 million IDA credit were re-lent to it by the Government in 
1962; subsequently, two Bank loans - each of $15 million were made 
directly to CDC in 1964 and 1967. The first is fully committed and 
disbursed; only about $1.9 million of the second remained uncommitted 
as of December 31, 1969 and CDC had approved loan proposals to utilize 
this amount. 

1. CDC is managed competently. The standards of its appraisal 
work are satisfactory; its follow-up procedures are capable of improve
ment but present no real cause for concern. Its loan portfolio is sound -
the few potential bad debts are amply covered by reserves. CDC expects 
its operations to increase steadily during the next two years. It fore
casts that its operations will amount to NT$513 million ($12. 8 million 
equivalent) in calendar 1970 and NT$557 million ($13.9 million) in 
calendar 1971 as against NT$4 75 million in 1969. It expects that in 
these years, $8.6 million and $9.5 million respectively (a total of 
$18.1 million), will be required in foreign currency. These projections 
are regarded as reasonably conservative and their attainment should be 
well within CDC's capability. 

8. The Bank is presently CDC's only prospective source of foreign 
currencytt The appraisal mission believes that CDC will need $18 million 
of foreign exchange during 1970-71 and accordingly recommends a loan in 
this amount. · 

9. CDC should have enough local currency resources to support its 
lending operations during the next two years by drawing dot~ cash bal
ances and temporar,y investments. CDC's net current assets which stood 
at NT$166 million ($4.1 million) on January 1, 1970 are expected to 
decline to about NT$60 million ($1.5 million) by 1973/74. We believe 
that CDC should continue to give serious thought to augmenting its local 
currency resources. It could do so by increasing its share capital or 
by obtaining permission to issue tax exempt bonds. It is proposed that 
this topic be discussed during negotiations and CDC be asked to advise 
the Bank by the end of 1970 how it intends to deal with the emerging 
shortage of local currency. 
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10. CDC has made a substantial contribution towards fixed capital 
formation in industr,r in China. However, it has not had the same impact 
in the development of the capital market in Taiwan, largely because 
companies, due to the absence of incentives, are unwilling to go public. 
CDC's loans have been made mainly to established industrialists and CDC 
has not focussed on the need to broaden the entrepreneurial base in 
Taiwan. During negotiations, the Bank will suggest to CDC that it should 
adopt a more positive approach to the initiation of new projects and the 
provision of assistance to new industrialists. 

11. Since 1967 stock dividends received by companies in China have 
to be treated as income. Such stock dividends are valued at par and when 
added to CDC's income have caused same distortion of its stated profits 
and also resulted in an artificial expansion of its equity portfolio. It 
is intended during negotiations to reach agreement that the Government 
will grant CDC a special exemption from the operation of this regulation; 
alternatively it would be agreed that CDC create a special provision in 
its accounts equivalent to stock dividend receipts to offset the dis
tortion of the equity portfolio. This step would correct the profit 
picture and ensure that the value of the equity portfolio is not over
stated. 

12. In view of CDC's competent handling of loan appraisals the 
free limit within which it will not be required to obtain prior sub
project approval from the Bank should be raised from the present 
$500,000 to $750,000 with an aggregate amount of one-third of the loan 
for projects below the free limit. A second point, which it is intended 
to suggest to CDC during negotiations, is that it should amend its 
existing policy so that it can make permanent working capital loans, 
since it is felt that there is a real need for such finance among CDC's 
potential clients. 

13. I propose, with the Loan Commit tee's concurrence, to invite 
the Government and CDC to send representatives to Washington to negotiate 
a loan of $18 million on the terms and conditions set forth in paragraphs 
7.07 and 7.08 of the attached appraisal repo~t. 

Attachments 
Douglas J. Fontein 

Deputy Director 



Population: 13.1 m 
Per Cap GNP: $250 

CHINA - 5 YEAR LENDING PROGRAM 

~$ millions) 
Fiscal Year Total Total 

1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1964-68 1969-73 

Telecommunications II IBRD 20.0 

DFC - CDC IV IBRD 15.0 
DFC - CDC V IBRD 15.0 
DFC - CDC VI IBRD 15.0 

Voc. & Tech. Educa-
tion I IBRD 12.0 

Voc. & Tech. Educa-
tion II IBRD 10.0 

Voc. & Tech. Educa-
tion III IBRD 10.0 

Fishery Education IBRD 4.0 

Talin Thermal Power IBRD 45.0 
Thermal Power IBRD 50.0 
Thermal Power IBRD 50.0 

Railways IV IBRD 30.0 
Railways V IBRD 40.0 
Railways VI IBRD 40.0 
Highways I IBRD 20.0 
Highways II IBRD 20.0 
Oil Port IBRD 10.0 
Port Development IBRD 15.0 
Airport - Tao Yuan IBRD 7.0 

Taipei Sewerage IBRD 15.0 
Taipei \~ater IBRD 12.0 

No. 3 5 3 4 3 3 7 
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MEMORANDUM TO THE LOAN COMMITTEE 

Pakistan - Chandpur II Irrigation Project 

1. The Committee is requested to consider, without meeting, the 

attached memorandum of February 11, 1970 from the South Asia De-· 

partment, entitled "Pakistan - Proposed Development Credit for 

the Chandpur Irrigation and Flood Control Project" (LC/0/70-14). 

2. Comments, if any, should be sent to reach Mr. McCulloch 

(ext. 2708) by 1:00 p.m. on Monday, February 16. 

3. It is planned then, if the Committee approves, to inform 

the Government that the Association is prepared to begin negoti-

ations for the proposed credit on the terms and conditions referred 

to in the attached memorandum. 

David Pearce 
Secretary 
Loan Committee 
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1. Attached for consideration of the Committee is an Appraisal 
Report entitled "East Paldstan - Chandpur II Irrigation Project" (No. PA-32), 
dated January 21, 1970. The Report recormnends that an IDA Credit of US $13 
million equivalent be made to Pakistan to help finance the Chandpur Irriga
tion and Flood Control Project. The cost of the project is estimated at 
US $22.7 million equivalent, ol which US $5.1 million equivalent is estL~ated 
to be the foreign exchange component. The Credit would finance 57 7~ of total 
project costs. For projects in Pald.stan which have a low foreign exchange 
component, I believe country economic grounds justify credits of about 60% 
of the total project costs. The amonnt· o.f this credit was determined by 
rounding downwards the amount equivalent to 60% of total project costs. 

2. There have been twenty-eight IDA credits to Pakistan totalling 
about US $379 million equivalent, net of cancellations. A credit of US $20 
million equivalent for the Industrial Development Bank of Pakistan Project 
was approved by the Executive Directors on February 10. It is expected 
that other credits, totalling about US $40 million equivalent,!/ will be 
recommended for approval before the end of the current fiscal year, of which 
a substantial proportion will be used for projects in East Pakistan. The 
Bank has made thirty loans in Pakistan for an aggregate amonnt, net of can
cellations, of about US $614 million equivalent. 

J. The last comprehensive Report on the Current Economic Position 
and Prospects of Pakistan (SA-4a) is dated April 18, 1969. The social and 
political unrest in ?akistan in 1969 has caused both the Government of 
Pal<istan and external donors to re-examine Pakistan's economic policies and 
objectives. In the Paldstan Country Program Paper, dated January 28, 1970, 
it is noted that,. although Pakistan's economic performance in 1969 had been 
uneven, the economy grew by 5.8% per annum during the Third Plan (1965/66-
1969/70) despite difficult conditions. In industry, under-utilization of 
capacity and serious price distortions have developed, in part due to govern
ment policies designed to cope with reduced foreign currency availability. 
The Government is now re-examining its industrial policy with the assistance 
of the reconunendations of the Bank 1 s Industrial Policy Mission. In vievT 
of Paldstan 1s good record in dealing with major issues of economic policy, 
there is reason to believe that appropriate changes in industrial policy 
will be introduced. In agriculture there has been a significant break
through in wheat and rice production in West Pakistan, but much less 

l( An amount of US $74 million is presently earmarked for IDA lending to 
Paldstan in FY 1970; projects substantial~ in excess of this amount 
are expected to be ready for financing befor~ June 30. 
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progress has been made in East Pakistan. A major issue in Pakistan is the 
increasing disparity in income growth between East and ·west Pakistan. The 
Bank/IDA Program assumes that in the next few years, greater priority will 
be given to the needs of East Pakistan, where ~he most urgent requirement 
is to raise agricultural pr.oduction. One-third of total Bank/IDA Lending 
Program for FY 1971-1975 is therefore earmarked for agricultural projects 
in East Pakistan. 

4. The Association has made three credits for water development pro-
jects in East Pakistan: Credit No. 11-PAK (US $1 million equivalent) for 
the Dacca-Demra Project in 1961, Credit No. 39-PAK (US $5 million equivalent) 
for the Brahmaputra Embankment Project in 1963, and Credit No. 40-PAK (ini
tially US $9 million) for the first Chandpur Project in 1963. The Association 
has also made two credits to help finance consultants: one was Credit 
No. 136-PAK, for general consultants to East Pakistan Water and Power Develop
ment Authority (EPWAPDA) and the other, Credit No. S-8 PAK, for the engineer
ing services of the Dacca Southwest Irrigation-Engineering Project. 

5. Various difficulties were encountered in implementing the first 
Chandpur Project. It was originally designed to provide for irrigation and 
flood protection for a gross area of 135,000 acres. Construction progressed 
ver,y slowly. In 1965, the Association decided to cancel the amount of the 
Credit pertaining to irrigation (US $3.75 million equivalent), despite the 
objections of the Government of East Pakistan, in order to reduce the pro
ject to a size which the Association considered the executing agency, 
EP~DA, could handle successful~; and additionally because there were 
doubts about the design of the irrigation features, primarily on account 
of the difficulty of acquiring land for the elevated irrigation canals. 
Construction of the embankments proceeded until June 1967, by which time the 
Association. had came to doubt whether any significant benefits would accrue 
without irrigation. One of the first tasks of the special group, established 
in September 1967 by the Bank Group to assist East Pakistan in its agricul-

.ture and water planning, was to re-evaluate the Chandpur Project. In the 
light of the group's report, a recommendation was made to the Executive 
Directors, which was approved in June 1968, that the undisbursed balance 
(about US $0.66 million equivalent) of the Credit be applied towards the 
cost of redesigning the project on a substantially modified basis, including 
irrigation. The consultants selected for this work produced a Feasibility 
R~port in September 1969, and are expected to complete designs and documents 
by March of this year. 

6. The second Chandpur Project is designed to provide irrigation 
by using natural drainage channels and low-lift pumps. The difficulty of 
acquiring land will be alleviated: not only is much less land required 
(2,640 acres instead of 6,000 acres), but most of the sites are of relatively 
lower elevations and hence less valuable. Almost 1,440 acres have already 
been acquired. For the 1970 construction season, an additional 500 acres 
will be needed and the acquisition of this land is a condition of effective
ness. Assurances will be obtained during negotiations that the balance 
(700 acres) will be acquired by October 1970 and that adequate and prompt 
compensation will be paid to the landowners affected. 
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7. During the rainy season, periodic flood levels in the polder will 
be reduced from present average levels of about 12 feet above sea level to 
about 10 feet above sea level. This will mean that about two-thirds of the 
cultivable land within the polder will--be free from flooding, the other one
third still being subject to flooding at varying depths. During the rest of 
the year, the water level Will be kept at about 7 feet above sea level, which 
will be sufficient for the purposes of irrigation. The water will be raised 
from the channels by low-lift pumps, each of which is expected to serve an 
area of about 50 acres. With assured water supplies, improved vari_~ties and 
inputs canbe --ufie<i""ari(f "the cropping intensity -increased from 170% to 240%. 

8. The success of the Chandpur Project requires that agricultural 
inputs (e.g., low-lift pumps, fertilizer, and improved seed varieties) and 
agricultural improvements (extension work, pump groups, and agricultural 
credit) become available as the phased construction of the project works 
(embankments, regulators, and irrigation works) progresses. This in turn 
will require a complex project organization and management involving several 
East Pakistan organizations (EPWAPDA, Agricultural Development Corporation, 
Agriculture Department and the Thana Irrigation Program). Special arrange
ments for organization and management have been developed for this project 
and ha~e been discussed extensively with the Government of Pakistan. These 
arrangements, described in Part VI of the Appraisal Report, center on a 
Project Area Committee and a Central Review Committee which are to be re
constituted with membership and terms of reference satisfacto~ to the 
Association. 

9. The Project is expected to yield substantial benefits in agricul-
tural output, with farm production increasing by as much as th~ee times 
above that obtainable vd thout the project. The economic rate of return 
would be approximately 22% for the presently proposed project. If previous 
expenditures of Rs. 51.0 million on the project are included in the calcu
lations, the rate of return for the combined investments would be about 15%. 
However, the rate of return is particularly sensitive to timing. The 22% 
rate of return would decline to 18% if the construction of major facilities 
were to require 5 rather than 3 years; it would decline to 16% if the time 
required to install 1,500 low-lift pumps takes 6 years rather than 3 years. 

10. ~~le the direct foreign exchange cost of the project is only 23% 
of the total cost, it is proposed that the Credit finance 60% of the project 
cost (net of duties and taxes). A high proportion of local currency financ
ing is considered justified on count~ economic grounds. Although the 
Government has performed reas9nably well in taking action to raise additional 
revenue, the shortage of local currency has developed into a major constraint 
on the level of public development expenditures. This situation has arisen 
in part because of rapid increases in outlays on debt service and defense, 
but it has been greatly aggravated by the sharp rise in salaries and welfare 
oriented outlays following the disturbances in late 1968 and early 1969. 
On the exchange side, freely usable exchange resources have been squeezed by 
rising debt service payments and a roughly constant level of gross inflows, 
largely in the form of project assistance. Furthermore, water control projects 
in East Pakistan, like the Chandpur Project, have a ve~ high priority. If the 
Bank Group is to make a significant contribution in this vital sector, where 
the foreign exchange content usually is low, it will have to be prepared to 
finance a substantial amount of local costs. 
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11. Low-lift pumps have to date been supplied to East Pakistan pri
marily lliider supplier's credits or bilateral loans, though a small number 
has been financed by the first two IDA credits to the Agricultural Develop
ment Bank. Existing lines of credit are- sufficient to finance lovJ-lift 
ptnnps at least through 1972, and there are indications that further bilateral 
credits would be available.· The question therefore arises whether the pro
posed Credit should include approximately US $1.4 million equivalent to 
finance the procurement of 1,500 low-lift pumps. Two factors bear on this 
issue. First, in administering the low-lift pumps program, the East Pakistan 
agencies concerned have adopted a standardized specification for a province
wide program calling for the supply of portable 2 cusec pumps, able to raise 
water 30-40 feet. Provision has been made in the Project for engineering 
investigations to determine whether a more economic pump/engine combination 
should be adopted for the Chandpur Project and other polder projects, where 
the pumping head will not exceed 9-10 feet. These investigations would take 
into account the desirabiltty of using standard units as far as practicable. 
Secondly, inclusion of provision for financing the pumps in the project 
would probably enable the Association to influence more directly the program 
for the installation of pumps in the project area and give greater assurance 
that the full benefits fran the construction of the project works 1vould be 
achieved as expeditiously as possible. Pakistan has difficulty utilizing 
some of the bilateral aid available and as a general rule, the Bank Group 
should not finance imports which can be financed bilaterally on appropriate 
terms. But in view of the unfortunate histor.y of the first Chandpur Project, 
I have accepted the argument that including provision for the pumps in the 
Credit would provide greater assurance that the right pump/engine combina
tion would be on hand at the right time. 

12. Many of the farmers are living at subsistence level and much of 
the additional production would be consumed, so that their capacity to meet 
charges arising fran the project is very limited. Low-lift pump costs will 
be recovered under existing procedures by a "rental charge 11 • The cost of 
operation and maintenance of major lVOrks will be recovered by a "betterment 
levy" on fann land. Full operation and maintenance costs of pumps and pro
ject works will be recoverable annually by the seventh year after completion 
of the project. It is believed that the Government may begin recovering 
part of capital costs after ten years. A further stuqy to determine the 
farmers' capacity to make such payments will be required and assurances will 
be obtained during negotiations that these studies will be undertaken. 

13. To reduce the risk of delays, which might have a disproportionate 
effect on progress owing to the shortness of the construction season, 1-ve 
have already agreed that tenders should be called for contracts for the con
struction of the regulators and for the electrical and mechanical 'tvorks up 
to a maximum of US $700,000 equivalent. The Executive Directors have already 
been informed of this in the Monthly Operational Summary. 

14. Contracts for the regulators, lovT-lift pumps, and machinery and 
equipment for irrigation would be awarded after international competitive 
bidding and subject to the A_ssociation' s approval. The dredging of the South 
Dakatia River and construction of the power line would be carried out by 
EPWAPDA. The remaining contracts for embanlanents and closures (US $1.4 million 
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equivalent including contingencies), sluices (US $0.2 million equivalent), 
buildings (US $3.3 million equivalent), excavation of khals and channels 
(US $0.2 equivalent) would be awarded after local bidding following EPWAPDA's 
and the East Pakistan Building and Communication Department's standard pro
cedures (subject to the po~sibility that EPWAPDA itself might perform same 
of the work). None of these contracts is expected to be of sufficient 
interest to foreign fir.ms to attract international bidding, as the work is 
generally labor intensive and dependent on knowledge of local conditions. 
International competitive bidding for the civil works contracts for the 
regulators has already been completed and no foreign bids have been re
ceived. 

15. The foreign exchange costs of the project include an amount of 
US $1.4 million equivalent for low-lift pumps and engines. Local manufac
turers would be allowed to submit bids and would be granted a preference of 
15% or the prevailing cust0m duty, whichever is lower. Although the shadow 
exchange rate used in project analysis in determining the economic rate of 
return is Rs. 9.52, bids would be compared on the basis of the official 
exchange rate (Rs. 4.76 =US $1.00). On this basis, local bidders probably 
will not secure the pump or engine contracts. 

16. The Appraisal Report requires as a condition of effectiveness 
that the Government of East Pakistan PQEP) open two special accounts with 
advanced replenishment, one for use for the Project Director (Construction) 
and the other by the Project Director (Agriculture). I understand that 
GOEP has indicated its willingness to do so for this and a forthcoming tube
well project, but it is uncertain whether the Central Government will be 
able to give a commitment. The Agriculture Projects Department feels that 
these accounts are essential for the timely execution of the project, 
especially since there have been difficulties in the past due to shortfalls 
in the funds actua~ allocated to projects even though adequate budget 
provisions had been made. I do not intend to persist in this requirement 
if the Government makes difficulties about it, because the provision of 
adequate rupee funds for projects is a general problem. Satisfactory per
formance will be one of the requirements for continuing the Bank/IDA program 
in Pald.stan. 

17. Subject to row observations in paras. 11 and 16, I agree with the 
recommendation that the Government be invited to negotiate a Credit of 
US $13 million equivalent, subject generally to the conditions proposed in 
the Appraisal Report. 

Attachment 

I. P. M. Cargill 
Director 
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Population: 126 m (Pakistan) MS1' P~llSTAif - AC'l'UAI. I< PIIOPOSID LllfMIIl TIOOUCJI m975 
68 m ( East Paltiltan) 

Per Cap GNP: US$110 (Paldltm) 

riaoat fa are 
(! IW.licmel 

iiiraaih Total Total Total 

·~J ·~" ·~~ ·~ •~z ·~ ~ ;!.2ZS! un ;w~ •~z~ ;!.2Z~ •~z~ ;!.2~ld8 1262-ZJ 1211-z~ 

Irrigat ion - Dacca IDl 1.0 
Irrteation - Dacca Southveet llbc· I Ill .8 
I rri ~;a tion - Dacca Southveet !Ill JO,O 
I r ri t: a '.l on - Chandpur I !Ill 9.0 
Irri gat i on - Chan:ipur II !Ill 1.3.0 

I r rigati on - Chandpur North Jibe. II». 1.0 
I r ril'ati on - Chan:ipur North !Ill 10.0 
I r r i ;•a t ion - Kamaphuli-Muhuri l!hg. IDl 2.6 
I rrigati on - Kamaphuli IDl 10.0 
I r r i gat i on - Muhuri IDl 7. 0 

Irr igation - Little Feni I Ill 10.0 
Irrigati on - Bellcuchi !Ill 5.0 
Irrigati on - Barisal I &!g • . !Ill 2.0 
Irri gati on - Barisal I I Ill 20.0 
I rrifat i on - Pabna !Ill 18.0 

Irrigati on - COI!lilla-Naukhali !Ill 15.0 
Tubewells - AOC I I Ill 17.0 

Tubewells - i!FWAPDl I II». 8. o 
Tubewel ls - EPWAP.D\ II IDl 25.0 

Fl oe> d Cant ro 1 - Brahmaputra II». 5.0 
Consultants - EPWAPI». I II». 2.0 
Consultants - EFWAP.D\ II IDA. 2,0 
Consult~ ts - EPWAPI». III !Ill 2.0 
Consult~ ts - ::PWAP Ill IV II». 2.0 
Gr al n Storage II». 19.2 
Tea 1-! achi nery & Irrigaticn II». 5.0 

Educati on I !Ill 4.5 
Education II !Ill 13.0 
li:P &rucat ion Uni dentified !Ill 7.0 

Kamaphuli Paper IBRD 4.2 
li:P Small Industries I IBRD 3.0 

Highways I II». 22.5 
Hi ghWaJ'S II II». 12.5 
Highways III !Dl 13.5 
Inland Water Transport I !Dl 2.0 
Inland Water Transport II IDA 5.3 
Railways I !Ill 10.0 
Railways II !Ill 8.0 

Water Su)lp1y/ Sewerage - Dacca !Ill 26.0 
Water Supply/ Sewerage - Chittagong IDl ~ 

Subtota1s IBRD 4.2 o.o o.o o.o o.o ).0 o.o 0.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o 3.0 G. C 
!Dl 8.0 96.0 5.3 .32.2 2.0 33.4 45.0 40.5 37.5 55.0 35.0 133.5 158.4 213. 0 

TOTAL 12.2 2¥ ~ ar ~ ¥ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 161.4 213.0 
Ito. -r =-w 21 Zstimated il:P 3hares of E& W Loane/Credi ts 

4gri cultural Cred!. t Ail! I II». 9.0 
Ae ri cultural Cred!. t Ail! II IDl 2.9 
Afrl cultural Credit Ail! III IDl 6.0 
Agricultural Credit Ail! IV II». 7.0 
Agricultur .U. Cred!. t Ail! V II». 15.0 
Agricultural Credit Ail! VI II». 15.o 

DFC-PICIC I-IV IBRD 13.4 
DFC-PICIC V IBRIJ 8.1 
DFC-PICIC VI IBRD 8.1 
DFC-PJCIC 'VII IBRD 9.5 
DFC-PICIC VIII IBRD 10.9 
DFC-PICIC IX IBRD 18.0 
DFC -PICIC X IBRD 18.0 
DFC-PICIC XI IBRD 20.0 

IIEF I II». 10.0 
IIEP II !Ill 5.0 
IIEP III !Ill 

I ndustrial Imports II». s.o 
10.0 

Commerc i al Vehicles II». 4.0 
itailways I-V IBRD 23.4 
Telecommunications I II». 8.2 
Tele col111!1unic ati ons II IDl .1!2 

Subtotal§ IBRD )6.8 8.1 o.o ~:E o.o 9.5 10.9 o.o 18.0 o.o 18.0 20.0 25.7 46.9 56 . 0 !Ill o.o o.o 9.0 s.o 2.9 14.2 13.0 7.0 5.0 15.0 25.0 20.9 54.2 52 . 0 TOTAL li.l- -¥ .:r if -¥ ~ ~ ~ 1¥ =¥ ~ ~ ~ 101.1 109 , 0 
Jo. 7 10 --rr-

G:tAND TOTALS IBRD 41.0 8.1 o.o 8.1 o.o 9.5 10.9 3.0 18.0 o.o 18.0 o.o 20,0 25.7 u5 . 9 56 . 0 II». 8.o 96.0 14.3 )6.2 5.0 2.9 16.2 46 .4 52.0 45.5 52.5 55.0 60.0 15L.4 212 . 6 265. 0 
TOTAL 112.& 1Q!cl 1!t.:l J¥ ..1:£ llili ll.:.! .!i2.:.!i 1£:..Q .~ 70.5 55.0 80.0 180.1 262 . 5 321 . 0 

No. 13 -.,-- "2 -r -r !I -,- -r -,- -,- 3 ---;-- lb ~ ~ E.,n Loans Outstanding 
.36."0 - Including undisbursed 32.3 38.2 42.0 38.4 44.8 52.0 51.6 65.6 61.3 74.2 69.2 83.9 - E:xcluding undisbursed 18.4 20.9 23 .7 26.9 28.2 32.3 35.9 43.2 49.8 58.9 66.0 67.8 69 .3 

I a\ Credits Outstanding 
- Including undisbursed 8.0 104.0 118.3 150.7 135.7 128.8 145.0 191 .3 243.3 21l8.8 341.2 396.0 455.5 - E:xcluding undisbursed 0.4 1.2 5.2 15.2 32.0 49.<; 65.2 91.4 147.0 211.1 259.8 298.2 351.0 

Pakistan Di vi s:. Gn 
February 2, 1c7e 
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Population: 126 m (Pakistan) WIST PAIIST.U - ACTUAL & PRlPOSJ:D Ul~DINO TH!mOH P!'1975 

58 m (Weet Pakistan) 
Per Cap GtVP: US$110 ( Palcietan) 

(! Million•) 
Tot&l Throuch ffic&i faare Total Total 

1963 1964 1962 1~ 1~Z 1968 1962 1970 1971 1972 19Z~ 197~ 1912 1964-68 196S -13 1971 -75 

Irrigation - Khairpur I~ 18.0 
Indus Basin I IBRD 90.0 
Indus Basin II I~ 58.5 
Taroela Dam IBRD 2).0 
Tubewells - D!.palpur I Ill 15.o 

SCAPJ> V I~ 5.0 
SCARP VT Ill'. 12.0 
Fann Imp ri"JV ement IBRD 3.) 

&iucation I I Ill 8.S 
illucation - i!hgineering Colleges IDl 5.0 
iliucat ion Uni denti fied I Ill'. s.o 
iliucation Unidentified II IDl s.o 

Industrial &tates I Ill 6.5 
Fertilizer Plant I ( Dawood) IBRD 32.0 
Fertili ze r Plant II IBRD )0.0 

Power - KESC I-III IBRD )).2 
Power - KESC IV IBRD 21.5 
Power - WAPD\ Transmiss.i.on I Ill 22.5 

l1ighways I IDl 17.0 
Highways II IBRD 35.0 
Highways - Fhgineering Ill'. 1.0 
Highways III IDl 10.0 
Highways IV I Ill 20.0 
Highways V Ill'. 20.0 

:lailways I I Ill 25.0 
RailWII\' S II IBRD 13.5 
flailwa,ys III IBRD 14.5 

Pipelines - SGTC I IBRD 14.0 
Pipelines - SNGPL I IBRD 15.0 
Pipelines - SNGPL II IBRD 8.0 
Pi pelines - SNGPL III IBRD 17.0 
Pipelines - SNGPL IV IBRD s.o 
Pipelines - SNGPL V IBRD s.o 

Ports - Karachi I IBRD 14.8 
Ports - Karachi II IBRD 17.0 
Ports - Karachi Fhgineering IDl 1.0 
Ports - Karachi III I Ill lS.o 
Ports - Karachi IV I Ill 20.0 

Water Supply/3ewerage - Lahore I I Ill 1.8 
Water Supply/...iewerage - Lahore II Ill'. ~ 

~ IBRD 152.3 32.0 o.o J5.o 114.5 17.0 J),O 5.0 o.o s.o o.o 67 .o 166.5 lJ) . G 

I Ill 24.5 so.s 58.5 2.8 o.o 31l.S 20.0 25.0 20.0 ss.o 5.0 111.8 10). 5 125. 0-
TOTAL ~ ~ 2!:2 J.1:! m:i 55.5 so.o .)0,0 20.0 60.0 2:.9. 178.8 270. 0 165. 0 

No. -r -r -,;- ---;- -r T -y '"2 -,;- T 10 18 . 13 

.;};timated WP Shares of E & W Loans/Credi. ts 

Agricultural Credit Alll I I Ill 18.0 
Agricultural Credit A Ill II !Do\ 7.1 
Agricultural Credit Alll III I Ill 24.0 
Agricultural Credit A Ill IV I Ill 8.o 
Ar,ri cultural Credit A Ill V I Ill 15.0 
Agri cultural Credit Alll VI !Ill . 15.0 

DFC-PICI C I-IV IBRD 35.8 
DFC-PICIC V IBRD 21.9 
DFC-PICIC VI IBRD 21.9 
DFC-PICIC VII IBRD 25.5 
DFC-PICIC VIII IBRD 29.1 
DFC-PICIC IX IBRD 22.0 
DFC-PICI3 I IBRD 22.0 
DFC-PICIC XI IBRD 20.0 

I llllP I IDA. 10.0 
I IJ!P II IDl 5.0 
I!IlPIII IDl 10.0 

Industrial Imports IDl 20.0 
Commercial Vehicles IDA. 21.0 
Railways I -V IBRD 70.4 
Telecommunications I I Ill 7.8 
Tcl9communications II I Ill 12.0 

~ IBRD lob.2 21.9 0.0 21.9 0.0 25.5 29.1 0.0 22.0 0.0 22.0 20,0 69.3 7T.l 6l:":C 
Ill'. o.o o.o 18.0 21.0 20.0 7.1 31.8 22.0 8.0 5.0 15.0 25.0 66.1 81.8 53 .C 

TOTAL !Q2d 21.9 ll& !&l 20.0 ~ 60.9 !&2 ~ ~ .&.2. !£:Q ill.Ji 12:.:.2. 117 .'J 
No, -9- -1- -1- -2- 1 -2- -3 -2- -2- T -2- -3- -7- 10 3 

G:l.A:m TOTAU> IBRD 258.5 53.9 0.0 21.9 35.0 25.5 143.6 17 .o 52.0 5.0 22.0 5.0 20.0 136. 3 23S .6 lOL. o 
I Ill 24.5 9).5 76.5 21.0 22.8 7.1 31.8 6o.s 28.0 30.0 35.0 ss.o 30.0 177.9 185. 3 ne.o 

TOTAL ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 32.6 ill:Ji 1M ~ .2i:Q 57.0 6o.o 50.0 314.2 ~ 282.0 

No. ~ -6- 2 2 -5 2 -8- 7 -5- -4 -4 4 4 17 28 21 

IBi'D Loans Out standing 
- Including undisbursed 222.9 268.8 256.8 269.9 292.6 J:>S.l 433.8 433.7 465.7 449.2 445 . 9 425.9 419.6 
- EXcluding undisbursed 95.2 104.3 ll5.9 127.2 147.0 186.4 226.8 261.7 )00.0 344.4 364.7 369.~ 362 ,J 

I IlA Credits Outstanding 
- Inch.ding undisbursed 24.5 75.0 151.5 172.5 195.) 202.3 233.4 293.8 321.7 351.6 386.4 440.9 469.5 
- &clt:.ding undisbursed 0 .1 0 .8 ~ .9 69.0 ll9.8 165.9 179.9 200.0 243.1 284.8 321.1 .349.6 )82. 7 

Pakistan Di visi on 
February 2, 1570 
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lAST a. VEST P.UISTA!f - ACTUAL a. PlllPOS&D LllfiiJfQ 'nllllUCII 1!1975 
Pooula t i on: 126m 
P'!.r Cap GNP: US$110 

<• Killiona) 

Thl'Oillh fuc&l Year• Total Total Total 
1963 196~ 1~ 1966 1961 1~6 1~2 1210 1211 1912 191~ 1914 1975 196~-68 1969 -73 1771-75 

East &. West Loans/C redi ts 

Agricultural Crecli t AIIl I I Ill 27.0 , 
Ag ri. cultur.U Credit AIIl II I Ill 10.0 
Afri cultural Cr edit AIIl III IDA 30.0 
Agr tcult :m'll Credit AIIl IV I Ill 15.0 
.\ r,ri cultw·al CrP.dit AIIl V I Ill 30.0 
Arricultu ral Credit AIIl VI I Ill 30 . 0 

DH;-PICIC 1- IV IBRD 49 .2 
DFC-PICIC V IBRD .JJ.O 
DFC -PICI C VI IBRD 30.0 
DFG-PI CIC VII IBRD 35.o 
DFC-PJCI C VI II IBRD 40.0 
DFC-PI CJC IX IBRD JJ).O 
DFC -PICIC X I BRD 40.0 
DFC -PIC IC XI IBRD 40.0 

IDBP I IDA 20.0 
IlllP II I Ill 10.0 
IJllP III IDA 20.0 

Industrial Imports IDA 25.0 
Comrnerci al Veh i d es IDA 25 . o 
a&ilways T- V IBRD 93 .8 
Telecomrnun i caticn <' I I Ill 16.0 
Tel ecomrnunie a tl ons II !Ill 12..:.£ 
~ IBRD 143.0 JJ,O o.o JJ,O o.o 35.o JJ),O o.o JJ).O 0 . 0 40. 0 40. 0 95. 0 120 .0 120 . 0 

I Ill o .o o.o 27.0 25.0 25.o 10.0 46.0 35.0 15.0 10.0 30.0 so.o 87.0 1)6 . 0 105. 0 
'IUTAL ill:Q ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 86.0 ~ 22.& 10.0 70.0 ~ 182.0 256 . 0 225 . 0 - = 2 3 No , --r- -1- 1 2 1 2 3 2 -2-. 1 -3 -7- 10 

PAKT .:lTAIJ TOTAL IBRD 299.S 62.0 o.o JJ,O 35.o 35.0 154.S 20.0 70.0 5.0 40.0 5.0 40 . 0 162 .0 289 . 5 160 . 0 
IDA 32.5 146.5 90.8 57.2 21.8 10.0 48.0 \o6.9 80.0 75.5 87.5 110,0 90.0 332.3 397. 9 443. 0 

'IUTAL ~ 208.5 90.8 87.2 62.8 ~ 202.$ 126.9 150.0 8o.5 127o5 ~ UQ.& 494.3 687.4 603. 0 

22 -3 4 
= -2- -9- 12 10 -9- - 7- -7- 26 49 42 No . 12 5 9 

IBRD Loans Out st :mding (Paki s t an) 
- Including undisbursed 255.2 306.9 292.9 3ll.8 331.1 350.0 485.6 485.3 531.3 510.$ 520.1 495.1 503.5 - .\X cl uding undisbursed 113.7 125.1 139.7 154.2 175.4 218.9 262.S 304.9 349.8 lJ:l3.8 430 . 7 437.7 431.6 

I IIA Credits Outstanding (Pakistan) 
- Including undisbur sed 32.5 179.0 269.8 323. 2 331.0 331.1 378.4 485.1 565.0 640.4 727.6 836. 9 925.0 
- ~eluding undisburs ed 0.6 2.0 35.1 84.3 151.8 215.8 245.1 29'1.4 390.1 495.9 580.9 647.8 733.7 

Pakistan Divisior. 
February 2, 157C. 
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INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT 

I CONFIDENTIAL I INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION 

LOAN COHHITTEI 
UE(.;LASSI FlED 

SEP 0 9 2014 

WBG ARCHIVES 

February 11, 1970 

MEMORAl\TDUM TO THE LOAN COMHITTEE 

Israel - Third Bank Loan to Industrial Development Bank of Israel 

1. The Committee is requested to consider, without meeting, the 

attached memorandum of February 11, 1970 from the Europe, Middle East 

and North Africa Department, entitled "Israel - Proposed Third Bank 

Loan to Industrial Development Bank of Israel" (LC/0/70-12). 

2. Comments~ if any, should be sent to reach Mr. Springuel (ext. 

4801) by 1:00 p.m. on Monday, Februar y 16. 

3. It is planned then, if the Committee approves, to inform the 

Government that the Bank is prepared to begin negoti ations for the 

proposed loan on the terms and conditions referred to in the attached 

memorandum. 

Committee: 

David Pearce 
Secretary 
Loan Committee 

- Dl STRI BUT I ON -

Copies for Information: 

Mr. J. Bu rk e Kn ap p, Ch a i rm an President 
·Mr. S. R. Cope, Deputy Chairman 
Mr. S. Aldewereld, Vice President 
Directors, Area Departments 
Director, Projects Department 
General Counsel 
Director, Economics Department 
~i rector, Development Services Department 
Treasurer 

The Economic Adviser to the President 
Sir Denis Rickett, Vice President 
Mr. M. Shoaib, Vice President 
Directors, other Departments 
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Memorandum from Europe, Middle East and North Africa Department 

Israel - Proposed Third ~Bank Loan 

to Industrial Deve122ment Bank of Israel 

1 - Attached is the Appraisal Report No. DB-62 dated January 27, 1970. 
It recommends a third Bank loan of up to $25 million to the Industrial 
Development Bank of Israel (IDBI) • 

. The Bank's len2!n~olicy_!oward_s_!Eael 

2. The Bank-has ·made five loans to Israel totalling $1 09.5 million. 
':rhe last two were made to IDBI, $2.0 .. million in September 1965, and $15 millior. 
in September .. 1967. In 1'967, the Bank decided to discontinue lending to 

. Tsrael on the grounds that her needs for external resources were decre·asing 
following ·the implementation of the .Government's deflationary· policies 
and that Israel had sufficient other sources she could tap. In 1967 however , 
the ·Government switched to a policy of rapid growth and in 1968 the GNP 
grew by 14. percent,. ~creating a. large. import surplus which has . since continued .. 

J. On the basis of tha .findings . ·of the latest. economic mission which 
visited the country in late 1968, the Economic -Committee· concluded in March 
1969 that the Bank should .be prepared to resume lending to Israel but that 
me Bank representatives should indicate to the ·Government that continuatiO:;l 
of Bank lending would .. depend on the. adequacy of the country• s -economic 
I~omance.. Specif'ic .. economi.c--policy issues to be dealt with were: 

(i). maintaining internal financial stability; 

- · (ii).. improving competitiveness and_ .growth of -exports-; · 

(iii) pursuing -the · import liberalization program; 

(iv) adequacy of the public investment · effort .. . 
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1.,.. An updating memorandum is under preparation and its preliminary 
conclusion is that the performance on these issues is relatively satis
factor.y. Price increases in 1969 have been limited to 3.5 percent. 
EXports have increased by about 13 percent in 1969. The recently con
cluded agreement with the European Economic Community will foster 
Israeli exports. The import liberalization program was further implemented. 
On the other hand the public investment effort in 1969 was not really 
adequate but budgetary and other measures now taken seem to indicate that 
the 1970 performance will be better. We vr-1.1 discuss these questions with 
the Government representatives durli1g negotiations and make clear that 
further Bank lending to Israel will be conditioned on satisfactory economic 
performance. 

5. The proposed project is one of two operations scheduled for the 
current fiscal year. The second is an agricultural Cl~dit project of 
$25 million which was appraised in November 1969 and will come before the 
Loan Committee in March. The lending program is being revised and will be 
distributed later. 

The Borrower 

6. IDBI was established in 1957 to assist private industrial develop-
ment in Israel. It is well organized and expertly managed with a loan 
portfolio of about $250 million and earningiof about 15 percent of share 
capital. IDBI is an institution of national importance providing nearly 
25 percent of total annual gross industrial investment, mostly in the 
form of loans. Its finru1cial record is satisfactor.y; the amount overdue 
is small and reserves are 8 percent of the total portfolio. 

7. The two previous Bank loans have been fully committed. Like the 
second loan, the third would be limited to direct foreign exchange expendi
ture. IDBI's project loan commitmen~for the next two years are $136 mil
lion, of which $66 million would be foreign exchange. Of this, identified 
sources are expected to provide $22 million, leaving a net need of $44 mil
lion. The proposed Bank loan of up to $25 million would provide somewhat 
more than half of this and at the same tilne not remove the stilnulus to 
seek alternate sources of capital. 

Interest Rates 

8. Subsidized interest rates have long been utilized in Israel as part 
of a s.ystem of incentives designed to promote a number of economic and social 
objectives. A stuqy of the full economic effects of the system remains to 
be made and is now getting organized. The Bank of Israel ~rlshes to increase 
interest rates to reinforce its tight money policy. The nr.LF, without takinG 
an official position, would apparently favor an increase. During the recent 
appraisal of the agricultural credit project, the mission obtained a commit
ment that, when borrowing Bank funds, the farmers would pay at least 2 per
cent more thant the current Bank rate. 
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?o At the request of the Government, IDBI charges special rates of 
1nterest, as low as 6.5 percent, in so-called development areas, the 
Government reimbursing to IDBI the difference to its normal rate of 
9 percent. The s.ystem was already applicable under the second Bank loan, 
and has not been questioned during the appraisal for the present one. 
During negotiations, we will explore whether the present interest rate 
structure does not foster uneconomic use of resources. We 1~11 also 
examine with IDBI the methods which would be used to establish the true 
economic justification of sub-projects financed with Bank funds, elimina
ting as far as practica~le the distortions which could be introduced by 
lower interest rates and other incentives. 

Con~itions of the Loa~ 

10. Under the second loan to IDBI, the nfree limit" was set at 
£I 1.5 million ($428,571). To encourage better appraisal standards 
for government guara.Titeed sub-projects, these were excluded from 11free 
limit" consideration. In view of the high quality of IDBI • s staff, loan 
appraisals and follow-up work, it is proposed to raise the "free limit" 
to $750,000. Because the Government no1v applies more stringent standards 
in issuing its guarantee, the "free limit" could be extended to all sub
projects. As under previous loans, withdrawals from the loan account 
without the Bank•s prior approval would not exceed, in total, 50 percent 
of the loan. 

11. Under the second loan, commitments were delayed because IDBI 
appraisal reports were badly translated and did not adequately reflect 
the quality of the actual appraisal work. These questions were discussed 
by our apprc.isal mission. During negotiations we will ask for confirrnatJ.on 
that IDBI will provide better translation services and, if necessar.y, 
supplement the information contained in its appraisal reports. 

12. We will require that IDBI will not finance, out of the loan, sub
projects situated in occupied territories or sub-projects whose main pur
pose is the producetion of defense items. The form of such an undertaking 
"tvill have to be ~vorked out during negotiations. 

13. The Bank did not impose any debt to equity ratio in its first 
two loans because AID had imposed such a ratio (2:1) and because the actual 
ratio is low (0.92:1 in 1968). However IDBI's obligations to AID will 
lapse in 1972 and it would be prudent to introduce a 3:1 ratio in the new 
Loan Agreement. 
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Recommendations 

14. IDBI is an excellent institution which deserves continued financial 
support from the Bank. I propose a $25 million loan, to be made at the 
usual terms a~d conditions applicable to Bank loans to devel opment finance 
companies. I propose that the Bank enter into negoti ati ons along the lines 
of the recommendations in paragraph 90 of the attached Apprr· ~sal Report. 

Attaclunent 

.. .. ~ _... . .. •' 

N.P. Benjenk 
Direct or 

Europe, Middle East and North Africa 
Department 
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1. The Committee is requested to consider, without meeting, the 

attached memorandum of February 11, 1970 from the Western Africa 

Department, entitled "The Gambia- Proposed Port Project" (LC/0/70-13). 

2. Comments, if any, should be sent to reach Mr. Adams (ext. 4736) 

by 1:00 p.m. on Monday, February 16. 

3. It is planned then, if the Committee approves, to inform the 

Government that the Association is prepared to begin negotiations for 

the proposed credit on the terms and conditions referred to in the 

attached memorandum. 

Committee: 

David Pearce 
Secretary 
Loan Committee 

- Dl STRI BUT I ON -

Copies for lnfonnation: 

Mr. J. Burke Knapp, Chai nnan President 
Mr. S. R. Cope, Deputy Chairman 
Mr. S. Aldewereld, Vice President 
Directors, Area Departments 
Director, Projects Department 
General Counsel 
Director, Economics Department 
Di·rector, Development Services Department 
Treasurer 

The Economic Adviser to the President 
Sir Denis Rickett, Vice President 
Mr. M. Shoaib, Vice President 
Directors, other Departments 
Special Adviser to the President 
Executive Vice President (IFC) 
Vice President (IFC) 
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THE GA}ffiiA.L Proposed Port Project 

I. BACKGROUND 

CO NFI DENTI!\L 

LC/0/70-13 

February 11, 1970 

DECLASSIFIED 

SEP 0 9 2014 

WBG ARCHIVES 

1. In early 1968, studies were carried out by the National Ports 
Council, London, at the request of the Gambian Government to the British 
~linistry of Overseas Development (ODM) with a view to improving organiza
tion and planning future development in the Port of Bathurst. Subsequently ~ 
ODN commissioned consultants (Maunsel and Partners, in association with 
Cooper Broso and Co., London) to prepare a feasibility study and prelimi
nary design for development of the Port of Bathurst. 

2. The proposed credit of US $2o0 million would be the first Bank 
Group operation in The Gambia. 

II. THE ECONOMY 

3. A report on "The Economy of The Gambia" (A1-v-12a) was ci;rculated 
to the Executive Directors on December 3, 1969. 

4. Growth prospects in The Gambia are limited mainly by a severe 
resource constraint which affects the economy in virtually every sector. 
Prospects depend essentially on the government's success in achieving 
expansion and diversification of agricultural output and in eliminating 
the current budget deficit. Both objectives are related since increased 
agriculture production is expected to enlarge the tax base and thus lead 
to increased government revenues. Simultaneously the governrnent hopes to 
reduce growth of current expenditures to a rate that would allow gradual 
elimination of the budget deficit over the next 5-8 years. The main eco
nomic sector outside agriculture with a significant though limited develop~ 
ment potential is tourism. 
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5. In the foreseeable future The Gambia will remain heavily dependent 
on foreign aid. By 1974/75, annual capital :aid requirements are estimated to 
reach about f 1.3 million of which £ 800-900,000 are likely to be provided 
by the UK on vety concessionary terms. The resource gap, which will amount 
to about f 450-5·00, 000 a year and for the financing of which the country 
can probably no·; rely on additional bilateral aid sources, should be bridged 
by other donors of concessionary aid. Such financing is required to keep 
debt service obligations at a low level and to safeguard the existing satis
factory balance of payments situation despite a substantial increase in 
foreign indebtedness. It is not proposed that IDA lending be conditioned 
on the fulfillment of any general policy conditions as the overall perf or .... 
mance of The Gambia is judged satisfactory. Lending to The Gambia will, 
however, to a great extent depend on the ability to develop schemes to the 
point where they are ready for financing. 

6. The attached Five-Year Lending Program for The Gambia discussed 
during an October 1969 country program meeting is, for the early years, 
limited to ~~e project under revie1v and a rice development project. Other 
projects help diversify agriculture and provide medium and long term credit 
to various sectors of the economy might be envisaged at a later stage, 
depending on the state of readiness of these schemes. 

III. THE PROJECT 

7. An appraisal report on the project (PTR - 40) is attached. It 
concludes that the US $2.3 million project is economically justified and 
teclLnically sound and that it constitutes a suitable basis for a US $2.0 
million credit, provided assurances are obtained from the government on 
the matters listed in paragraph 7.01. 

8. The project consists of: 

(I) 

(II) 

(III) 

(IV) 

(V) 

a new deep-water berth of 400 ft. length and 30 ft. 
depth for general cargo ships and petroleum tankers; 

two transit sheds of 250 x 100 Qnd 290 x 100 £t. at 
the new·AdmiraltyvJharf; 

rehabilitation of Government T:·Jharf and cons true tion 
of a mooring dolphin; 

a new jetty for shallow-draft vessels, in place of 
the existing "BOAC" jetty; 

reclanation by dredging of additional areas £or shore 
facilities; 
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(VI) the necessary roads, with parking, sorting and storage 
areas; 

(VII) offices and other amenities; 

(VIII) procurement o.f a small, suction-cutter dredger, cargo
handling equipment, marine survey equipment, and navi
gation aids; and 

(IX) provision of engineering consulting services, a port 
operations advisor, a port accounting advisor and 
personnel training. 

9. IDA would finance the foreign cost of the program estimated to 
be about 87 percent and corresponding to approximately US $2.0 million 
equivalent. 

10. The Ministry of l.Jorks and Communications will be responsible 
for execution of the project. Contracts for construction and equipment 
aupply will be awarded on the basis of international competitive bidding. 

11. Improvement and extension of the Port of Bathurst has high 
priority. The port handles about 80 percent of the country's foreign 
trade and this ratio is expected to increase in the future. The value 
of Gambian foreign trade is almost equivalent to total GDP. The main 
benefits of the project will be the elimination of costly port congestion 
and the reduction of cargo handling costs. 

12. Operational and organizational reforms will be introduced in the 
framework of the project. The project calls for the creation of a Port 
Authority by mid-1972. It is proposed that the Port Authority assume a debt 
to the government equivalent to the total IDA credit, but on terms and con
ditions equivalent to those which would apply to a Bank Loan. 

IV" RECO ~1ll'IENDA TIO N 

i.3. I recommend that. the Association invite the Government of The 
Gambia to negotiate a credit of US $2.0 million for the proposed port proj
ect, in accord with conditions presented in paragraph 7.01 of the appraisal 
report. 

Attachments 

Roger Chaufournier 
Director 
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MEMORANDUM TO THE LOAN COMMITTEE 

Attached for information are the Minutes of a Special Loan 

Meeting to discuss "Panama - Second Power Expansion Project" held 

on January 29, 1970 in Conference Room B. 

Committee: 

Mr. J. Bu rk e Kn ap p, Ch a i rm an 
Mr. S. R. Cope, Deputy Chairman 
Mr. ~ Aldewereld, Vice President 
Directors, Area Departments 
Director, Projects Department 
General Counsel 
Director, Economics Department 
Di ·rector, Development Services Department 
Treasurer 

David Pearce 
Secretary 
Loan Committee 

- Dl STRI BUT I ON -

Copies for Information: 

President 
The Economic Adviser to the President 
Sir Denis Rickett, Vice President 
Mr. M. Shoaib, Vice President 
Directors, other Departments 
Special Adviser to the President 
Executive Vice President (IFC) 
Vice President (IFC) 
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February 9, 1970 

Minutes of Special Loan Meeting to discuss "Panama - Second Power Ex
pansion Project" held at 3:00 p.m. on January 29, 1970 in Conference 
Room B. 

1. Present: Messrs. Cope (Chairman), Broches, Cancio, Chadenet, 
Gutierrez, Mirza, Onslow, Rocha, Sheehan, Sear, Wright, Weiner and 
Pearce (Secretary). 

2. Issues: The meeting had been called to consider a memorandum 
dated January 27, 1970 from the Central America and Caribbean Department 
(LC/0/70-7) and the accompanying draft appraisal report (PU-28 dated 
January 16, 1970), which recommended negotiations of a proposed $42 
million loan to the Institute de Recursos Hidraulicos y Electrificacion 
(IRHE), guaranteed by the Government of Panama, for a second power ex-
pansion project. The main issues for discussion were: (a) the con
stitutionality of the present de facto Government of Panama, (b) regu
lation and tariffs in the Panamanian power sector, and (c) IRHE's finan
cial position. 

3. Discussion-Issue(a): The General Counsel said that the consti-
tutionality issue affected an existing or proposed Bank loan to the 
country concerned at two levels: (i) whether or not the government con
cerned was legally able to enter into a loan or guarantee agreement 
representing a valid and binding financial obligation to the Bank which 
would be honored by any future successor government, and (ii) whether 
particular covenants affecting the implementation of the project (e.g. 
institutional reforms, regulatory laws and decrees), for which parlia
mentary authorization or ratification would normally be necessary, could 
be considered effective and binding on a successor government. As far 
as the first question was concerned , the present military regime, which 
had now been in power for over a year, was clearly the de facto govern
ment of Panama and had been recognized as such by the United States and 
a number of other countries. Under the general principles of internation
al law, there was little doubt that a loan or guarantee agreement author
ized and ratified by a Cabinet decree of the provisional goverr~ent, 
would be a valid and binding obligation of Panama which would have to 
be honored by any successor government. The second question, however , 
was less clear and therefore of more concern to the Bank, since certain 
'emergency' decrees or regulations issued by a provisional government 
often expired automatically upon the return of constitutional (i.e. 
representative) government. In view of the various regulatory changes 
envisaged in the proposed second power expansion pr oject, the loan docu
ments would provide that if, after the election of a I~ational ASsembly, 
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further parliamentary authorization was necessary to enable the Pana
manian Goverr~ent to perform its obligations under its agreements with 
the Bank, it would be an event of default if such authorization was 
not obtained. 

4. Discussion-Issues(b) and (c): The meeting considered paragraphs 
8 and 11 of the area memorandum and paragraphs 5.01-14 and 7.0l(a)(iv) 
and 7.02(i)(a)-(d) of the appraisal report concerning the nature and 
timing of various conditions to be fulfilled by the Panamanian authori
ties before presentation of the proposed loan to the Executive Directors. 
The Area Department, drawing attention to the priority which the Pana
manians attached to this project and the effective relations established 
by the Bank with the provisional Government, favored relaxation of some 
of the assurances proposed in the appraisal report as conditions for 
loan presentation; the Public Utilities Projects Department, on the 
other hand, argued that the provisional status of the Government justi
fied insistence on fulfillment of these conditions before loan approval. 

5. Following considerable discussion, the Chairman decided that, 
during the ·forthcoming negotiations of the proposed loan, the Bank 
should: 

(a) seek, as its starting point, enactment of legislation 
to bring IRHE within the jurisdiction of the Regulatory 
Commission - and the related step of removing IRHE's 
Director General from this Commission - as a condition 
of loan presentation. If, as the Area Department had 
indicated, the Government found it difficult to enact 
such legislation before loan presentation and proposed 
instead a reasonable timetable, the Bank could reconsider 
its position on this point later; (Area memo., para. 9) 

(b) seek clarification of the Government's policy concerning 
the regulation of gas rates but, since these were a minor 
part of IRHE's operations, not insist on such regulation; 
(Area memo., para. 11) 

(c) obtain the Government's assurance - the appropriate legal 
format to be agreed during negotiations - that the Regu
latory Law (Decree No. 6) would not be applied retro
actively to the profits made by CPFL (IREH's main customer) 
since 1958; (Area memo., para. 11) 

(d) require that future changes to Decree Law 235 and Law 31 
affecting rates specifically be subject to prior Bank 
approval; (Area memo., para. 11) 
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(e) on the financial side, since the Area and Public Utili
ties Projects Departments had reached an understanding 
on the various issues, arrange for an exchange of letters 
with the borrower on this point during negotiations of 
the proposed loan. 

6. Conclusion: It was decided that negotiations for the proposed 
loan should proceed on the basis of the recommendation contained in 
the area memorandum and appraisal report as modified by paragraph 5 
above. 

David Pearce 
Secretary 

Cleared by: Messrs. Knapp/Cope 
Gutierrez/Mirza 
Weiner/Sheehan 
Cancio 

cc: Loan Committee 
Participants 
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